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School puts hold on
staff hirings
Concerns about student
financial aid force the
administration to delay
filling some staff positions.
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movie!
The Coen brothers’
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YWAM? Why not?
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a Mission performance.
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The ballot battle
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student gives a firsthand
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th plan
Arts cente
centerr inclu
included
growth
planss
ded in grow
o f expansion
Newest edition of
plans would build dorms atop
New Scotland Yard
B y SARAH
S a ra h H
opson
HOPSON
BY
News staff writer

Two key changes .have been made in the
newest version of the campus Master Plan: the
appearance of a performing arts center across
Scenic Highway, and the disappearance of the
New Scotland Yard soccer field to make room
for more dorm rooms.
The addition of a performing arts center is
a change that pleased associate professor of
music Dr. Tim Steele. “I’ve
''I've known that we [the
priorities," he said,
arts] are far down the list of priorities,”
adding that he is “thrilled”
"thrilled" with the new
improvement.
Steele originally suggested the idea of such
a center to vice president of planning Harry
Pinner. He proposed a building centrally locatlocat
ed to the campus, with easy access for both the
comCovenant and greater Lookout Mountain com
"provide a home for the arts
munity that would “provide
at Covenant.”
Covenant."
Pinner liked Steele's
Steele’s arguments for locating
a center where the Lookout Inn now stands, and
took them to the SLAM Collaborative planning
consultants, who worked them into the master
plan. Both Pinner and Steele would like to see
a performing arts center that would be "a
“a portal
of entry for the community”
community" to Covenant.
The location of the proposed performing
arts center raises questions regarding the safety

of crossing
S c e n i c
Scenic
Highway
again. This is
an issue of
particular
particular
concern to
the Board of
T
r u s t e e s ..
Trustees
Steele agreed
that crossing
the highway
is a problem,
but felt that
Flerron leads a cheer at New
it is an issue Last hurrah?: Covenant senior Pete Herron
t hh a a t t Scotland Yard last semester. The newest edition o
off the campus Master
C
o v e n a n t Plan calls for student residence halls eventually to be built on the site
Covenant
will have to where the soccer field now stands. (Photo by Joe
foe Coliandro)
deal
with
event ual l y.
eventually.
across Scenic Highway, he said.
The plan includes a bridge connecting the main
Originally the campus master plan includinclud
campus with the performing arts center, but ed a fine arts addition to the south side of the
that would only be effective if students actually chapel. Steele was leery of the idea, saying that
used it.
the functions of the proposed addition were
However, Pinner felt that fewer students never·
never explained to him. He cannot conceive, he
would have to cross the road to a performing said, how such an addition would be enough to
resi- meet the needs of the fine arts departments.
arts center than if an academic building or resi
dence hall were built on that same space. If
Steele stressed that he is content with the
fewer students have to cross the road, he said space the music department currently has, saysay
that the bridge will be used. This reasoning will ing he feels "fortunate
“fortunate to have what we have and
convince the board of the safety of building we do a good job with it.”
it." However, he went on
to
to say, the fine arts departments, especially the
music department, are "approaching
“approaching maximum
growth for current space.”
space." He added that the
lack of practice and rehearsal space in the chapel
are already problems,_
problems, and will only get worse in
the future. “The
wasn't really conceived
"The chapel wasn’t
to support a growing music department,"
department,” Steele
said. Re-organizing the current space would not
meet the needs of the department.
priorWhile Steele said that the center is a prior
Assistant professor of mathematics Dr.
curity, he stated that he would like to see the cur
Tom .Fowler said that a math degree could
performrent fine arts curriculum expanded. A perform
grad
open the door to many different jobs and grading arts center combined with the development
uate school opportunities. “It
"It can help you get
of an art major and possibly a drama major
a job with an insurance company,”
company," he
would also make Covenant more attractive to
explained, "or
“or it could lead to graduate studies
prospective students who are interested in the
research.”
in mathematics or operations research."
arts, he explained. "I
“I don't
don’t doubt that it would
Associate professor of physics Dr. Phillip
help in promoting recruiting for the arts,”
arts," Steele
Broussard said that the prospect of a new
said.
"thrilling," and that the
physics major is “thrilling,”
ampus Master Plan is designed to
The .ccampus
accommodate a student body of 2,000 people,
prospect of helping to start such a major was a
large part of the reason he joined Covenant's
Covenant’s

approvee math,
Board may approv
physicss majors
majors for fall
physic
By Justin Walton
News staff writer

sci
Covenant will likely have two new science-oriented majors next fall. New majors in
physics and mathematics have been approved
by the school’s
school's faculty and administration and
will be submitted to the Board of Trustees in
March for final approval, said Dean of Faculty
Dr. Jeff Hall.
expectThe physics and math majors are expect
ed to strengthen the scientific side of
Covenant’s
Covenant's liberal arts program, Hall said.

“Majors" on Page 3
Please see "Majors"

Please see "Master
“Master Plan"
Plan” on Page 3
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M -16 rifles
Kent State University police purchase M-16
NlESJ'!A
BY
By N
ie s h a GATES
G a te s

The Orion

DONOFRIO
LEANA
BY
B
y L
eana D
o n o frio

Daily
D
a ily

Kent Stater

pur- The pur
(U-WIRE) KENT, Ohio —
chase of eight M-16 rifles by the Kent
raisUniversiry Police Department is rais
State University
ing concerns both locally and statewide in
Ohio as to why campus police are buying
military rifles to carry in their cars.
The M-16s replace rifles previously
cruisers.
carried in Kent State police cruisers.
Tuesday night, Undergraduate Student
Senator Joe Dangelo -— armed with a
Record Courier, which ran the news of the
purchase on the front page Tuesday after
after- questioned Kent State Safery
noon —
Safety
Director John Peach and Lt. Bill Buckbee
of the Kent State Police Department about
the purchase of the high-powered weapons.
"I cannot understand why they would
“I
weapons," Dangelo said.
be buying these weapons,”
Members of the state legislature were
also alarmed with the trend of other local
law enforcement agencies using this type of
weapon.
Mclin of Dayton
State Sen. Rhine McLin
and state Rep. Sylvester Patton had con
concerns and tried to stop the their purchase
but failed.
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· University
Universityofo Utah
f Utah

Prof names
dinosaur discovdiscov
ery after Dire
Straits musician

Top news stories from
schools across the country
- earned it the
beast -— its teeth and jaws —
"vicious," Sampson said.
name “vicious,”
jaw
The teeth at the front of its lower jaw
project forward; the first tooth juts forward
horirontal position.
in an almost horizontal
During a press conference Wednesday
morning, Sampson read Knopfler’s
Knopfler's response
to the name.
It's a very special
“I’m
"I'm really delighted. It’s
cerhonor. The fact that it’s
it's, a dinosaur is cer
tainly apt,”
apt," Knopfler said.
Sampson plans on heading back to
Madagascar to continue his search for fosfos
sils.

B
y W
ynne P
a rry
PARRY
WYNNE
BY

Daily Utah Chronicle
(U-WIRE) SALT LAKE CITY —
Sometimes the discovery of a new dinosaur
attracts attention, but the discovery of new
dinosaur named after a rock star is sure to be
noticed.
Wednesday morning, Scott Sampson, a
University
Universiry of Utah professor of geology and
geophysics and curator of the paleontology
collection at the Utah Museum of Natural
History, announced the discovery of the
remains of a unique predatory dinosaur in
Madagascar.
In an article in the Jan. 25 issue of the
journal, Nature, Sampson and his two co
coauthors dubbed the new dinosaur
Masiakasaurus knopfleri.
“Literally
"Literally translated this means the
vicious lizard o
Knopfler," Sampson said.
off Knopfler,”
The music of Mark Knopfler and his
band
b_and Dire Straits gave the researchers the
heavy dose of
o f serendipity
fosserendipiry needed to find fos
sils, he said.
Living approximately 75 to 80 million
years ago, the 1.6
1.6 to 2-meter long dinosaur
is mostly neck and tail. Sampson estimated
that it weighed about as much as a large dog.
But the strangest thing about this little

H
arvard University
Harvard

3 During exam,
man threatens to
blow up school
building
B
y G
a rre tt
GARRETT
BY

M.

G
ra ff &
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L
a lle y
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Harvard Crimson
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -A
—A
man walked into a Harvard University
Universiry
Science Center exam room and threatened
to set off aa bomb Thursday morning, before
students fled and he was taken into custody
by police. No one was harmed in the inci
incident.
The man, who identified himself to
police as Kenneth Leong, interrupted the
final exam of Literature and Arts B-21,
“Images of Alexander the Great,”
Great," in Science
"Images
Center B.
Page 2

sevThe exam was just beginning with sev
eral slide identifications at 9:30 a.m. when
the man -— who the course professor
described as tall and thin, with facial hair, a
dark complexion and dark clothes —
entered the room through the doors in the
proroom’s
room's back at around 9:30 a.m. The pro
fessor, David G. Mitten, Loeb professor of
classical art and archaeology, said the man
agitated."
looked "extremely
“extremely agitated.”
The man threw a brick at the black
blackboard and, after whipping off a satchel he
had slung around his neck, informed the
room that he had a bomb and “would
"would kill
everyone.”
everyone."
According to witnesses, Mitten
Mitten.
demanded "Who
“Who are you? There’s
There's an exam
on." The man replied that his name
going on.”
was "Romanticist"
“Romanticist” and that if anyone tried
to leave the room he would detonate his
bomb. He said he was "declaring
“declaring war on ·the
the
United States of America.”
America."
Mitten said his first thought was that
the man was a student late for an exam, but
then “I
"I realized he was dead serious and this
was real trouble."
trouble.”
The man asked the students to put
their heads down, but one student jumped
up and ran out, starting a “stampede”
"stampede" for
the door, according to Brandan A. Kramer
‘'01.
01 .

Univ. of
o fCalifornia-Chico
California-Chico
Univ.

Fraternity
4 members
4

Fraternity
members
charged
ch_a rged in Oct.
death of pledge

Calif.-Three
(U-WIRE) CHICO, Calif.
— Three Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity
fraterniry members are facing
Counry
fines and jail time after Butte County
District Attorney Mike . Ramsey officially
charged them
J~n. 18 in connection to the
chem Jan.
death of Chico State Universiry
University first-year
student Adrian Heideman.
Bectar, Richard De Luna and
Brandon Bettar,
misSam Dobbyn were all charged with the mis
demeanor of furnishing alcohol to a minor
and will be arraigned in court on Feb. 5.
The maximum penalty
penalry for the crime is a
$1,000 fine and up to a year in jail.
Heideman, 18, was found dead on
fraterniry house
Oct. 7 at the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
after a night of drinking blackberry brandy
cerewith members as part of a big brother cere
mony, Ramsey said.
Although Bettar was
was.not at the event at
the time that
chat Heideman was found dead,
Ramsey said he was still being charged
organizabecause of his responsibility
responsibiliry to the organiza
tion as the fraternity
fraterniry president and because
of his insistence that the event take place.
De Luna and Dobbyn, however, were
at the ceremony. Ramsey said that De Luna,
who served as chaplain, an officer in charge
of various ceremonies, instructed Dobbyn, a
member, to purchase additional alcohol for
the event.
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Columbia..
Columbia University

A1
Al Gore
• • •
v1s1t1ng
accepts visiting
journalism pro
professorship
B
y B
en C
a s s e lm a n
CASSELMAN
BEN
BY
C
o lu m b ia D
a ily Spectator
Spect:i,tor
Daily
Columbia

NEW YORK -— Columbia University
Universiry
will soon be home to Professor A1
Al Gore.
The former vice president will be tak
taking a position as a visiting professor at the
Columbia School of Journalism, where he
will teach a seminar called Covering
National Affairs in the Information Age
with the Fred Friendly Professor of Media
and Society
a,nd Assistant
Sociery Richard Wald and
Professor and former New York Times staff
writer Craig Wolff.
Gore, who worked as a reporter for the
Tennessean from 1973 to 1976 before
entering politics will teach his first class on
Feb. 6. According to the Associated Press,
he will lecture between six to eight times
this semester and may return for a second
semester.
“It’s
"It's a wonderful thing and a wonderful
opportunity
Columbia," said Associate
opportuniry for Columbia,”
Dean of the Journalism School Evan
Cornog on Wednesday.
Efforts to reach the Dean of the
Journalism School Wednesday night were
unsuccessful.
“It’ll
students,”
"It'll be wonderful for the students,"
Wald said.
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Budget
pressures
sures
Bud get pres
us
forcee hiri
hiring
hiatus
ng hiat
forc
B
y MARIA
M a ria T
hom as
THOMAS
BY

News editor

Covenant has placed a hold on hiring
for five staff positions until the fall semester
school's budget
confirms what funding the school’s
will allow.
Vice president of administration and
finance Bob Harbert said that the budget
presiofficers - himself and three other vice presi
dents who administrate the college's
college’s four
budget areas - made the decision in anticiantici
pation of possible need for student financial
aid beyond what is available in the current
:
budget.
“If
"If we have to overspend on financial
aid, we have to make it up somewhere, and
these open positions seemed_
seemed the best
options at the time, "“ said Harbert.
At the time the decision was made, it
was too early to
tci anticipate and difficult to
even hit
th~ : applications would ·even
project if the
the budget ·number.
number. Later · admissions

“Master Plan"
Plan”from
from Page 11
''Master

department numbers look better, but the
concern is still valid.
The five positions the hold originally
affected include two in the business office,
one in Physical Plant, one in the records
office and one new, unfilled library position,
Harbert said. Admissions figures for the
incoming freshmen class and likely transfer
students have improved since the original
discussion and the library position has
accordingly been released from the hold.
Policy adjustments resulting from the
hold range from not being able to get a key
cut as you wait in Physical Plant, to tighter
expectations of staff who use college credit
efficiencards, to an increased emphasis on efficien
cy and intensity in college departments,
Harbert said.
Not filling staff positions will mean
that there will be some reorganizing of
responsibilities and increased teamwork in
the affected departments, said one member
school’s business office.
of the school's

building should be, and what else-should
else should be
included, such as a.
a coffeehouse or the Tuck
com
Shoppe. Pinner, who is head of the committee, said that they want to thoroughly
think through what the library wi,
willll _house,
so_ that
a pleasant and effieffi
that· it will be both a·
so
·_‘.
'
building: · :. •--·
.fi~n~
cient building.'
' ,,
►•
this _vers.ion
v~r~ion _of the Master
_ ,- Although · 91,is
in the
the·south hallway of
posred·iri
~hi~h is posted
Pian, which
. Plan,
Carter, is not the absolute final edition,
Pinner said that it is pretty close to its comcom
pleted form. ' Any more changes made will
likely be minor.

which means that a performing arts center
anyCovenant's campus any
will not be part of Covenant’s
time in the near future. In addition, an arts
center, according to Pinner,
“enroll
Pinqer, is not as "enroll-_
ment-driven”'as
other’ :U.J:iects
aspects of Br~Ian.
tfeplan.
'115 o~ci
; '.meni-tlri-ven"
Despite Jiis
endorsement
his desire for and e~ement
"'
IC •
' -,
of the
(X-riorming
tenter, Dr.
arts Center.
propos¥ pedofming
the, proposed
Steele said the construction of such a center
most likely will not happen until the next
perfive to ten years, at best. Because the per
forming arts
a;ts center is
not an essential part of
the future expansion of
Covenant - .-jf,
if' it · ·wci.-e
were , .
~ot •
never built, it-~o~ld
it would not
rest' of the '
affect the rest
Master Plan ,,_-- ·the
-the fine
arts of the college may
have to depend upon
the generosity of
donors
of-donors
in order to achieve this
dream.
1"
'"
Like the -fiii.e
fine arts
department, the · ·soccer
soccer
l'o6ki:ng for ·
team may be looking
future."
patrons in the .fut'!ire_:
The newest 1 edition -of
of
the Master Plan calls for
residence halls to be
built over the New
· Scotland Yard, and ·a
new soccer field to be ·
built near the cutFeiit
Oitrent
field.-·
Shadowlands field.
much shorterIn a muchterm project, a commitcommit
tee has been -formed toto
planning
oversee the ; planniag'.
construction of the and construction'
C - •
'... 11 · c:
.- n
new library south
south· of - .-.·.
The :campus
campus Master {la.Q
Plaij*Qills
for a peqormmg
performing arts
..ct'-1 s-xor
Tqe
-. , Th
Maclellan
Hall.
The
11
II
H
M
I
h
· oO ff the
lie current Sl~e
b-Ul•1 t- on
be' builf*
e
a .
ac e an
(13)) to be
o' n' '. ~
tRe
site
t e_
center (13
i~ hirrendy
committee is
currently center
idering how
how big
Lookout Inn, ~pd
and f?l:
foj;._ ~a j i e v lthpry
library (8).
(8) ~~
to be
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big the
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“M ajors”from Page 1
1
''Majors"from
faculty in 1999.
“The
"The purpose of the Physics major at
“First, it
two-fold," he added. "First,
Covenant is two-fold,”

helps the church see that science isn't
isn’t the
enemy, particularly physics, and second, it is
for students to see that scientific endeavors
domains:"
and faith are not exclusive domains.”

n
130 Killed in India
Indian
130
Earthquake
quake
Earth
B y LAURINDA
L a u r i n d a KEYS
K eys
BY

Associated Press Writer

from the rubble of three buildings and 40
respeople were hospitalized after being res
cued. It was not immediately known if
these death were included in the 130
cited by Pandya.
workAt the diamond factory, some work
ers were crushed as they crowded into a
narrow stairwell, trying to push their way
out of the only exit door in the threestory factory.
"People are panicked,”
panicked," said Nikhil
Surat’s main
Jain, 21, a shopowner in Surat's
sever
market. "Cracks have appeared in several buildings, including cracks on the
walls of the fire station."
station.”

NEW DELHI, India - A major
earthquake rocked the entire Indian subsub
continent on Friday, killing at least 130
people as it toppled buildings and houses
in India and Pakistan.
The 7.9-magnitude quake was also
felt in Bangladesh and Nepal.
India’s
Rescuers dug for survivors in India's
arid western state of Gujarat, where
provincial minister Haren Pandya said
100 buildings had collapsed, 40 in the
state’s
commercial center,
main
state's
Ahmedabad: .Ahmedabad;
There were also reports of mine
: :Tiit;re
cave-ins, train derailments, broken water
pipes, downed power and phone lines.
The quake at 8:46 a.m. was centered
near the town of Bhuj in the Rann of
Kutch, a desert plateau on the border
B
y JJOSEPH
o s e p h B. V
e rre n g ia
VERRENGIA
BY
between Pakistan and India, said the
Associated Press Writer
Indian Meteorological Center.
SACRAMENTO,, Calif. {AP)
(AP) "T
he whole state has been affected.
· SACRAMENTO
'·'The
dis~upted all Lawmaker,s
Lawmakers are considering a plan under
Cbrri~unications have been disrupted
· Cbmmunications
state,” Pandya told The which California would issue bonds to
over the state,"
Associated Press. ·
multibillion-dollar debts of its
cover the multibillion-dollar
confirmed· two biggest electric utilities and make
He said there were 130 confirmed
deaths, most in Gujarat state, but New customers pay the money back over a
·
Delhi Television reported an additional decade.
six to eight. Two children were reported
A consumer advocate immediately
called the proposal a
killed when their family
"'·'bailout"
bailout” and promprom
home in Pakistan col
colW
orld N
ew s
NEWS
WORLD
lapsed. ·
ised to fight it with a
voter initiative camThe quake hit as
India's paign.
many cities were celebrating India’s
"' 'IIff that’s
that's what they plan to do,
Republic Day holiday. It caused high-rise
buildings to sway from New Delhi in the they'll
they’ll have to contend with a ratepayer
north to Madras and Calcutta on the revolt at the ballot box in 2002,”
2002," said
Harvey Rosenfield of the Foundation for
southern coasts.
In Bombay, people rushed onto the Taxpayer and Consumer Rights.
Lawmakers began fashioning the
. streets, a,nd
and held onto doorways as high.streets.
rise
~ise ~skyscrapers swayed. In southeastern plan after the state received dozens of
, Pondicherry, spectators . watching a bids Wednesday from suppliers willing to
sign long-term contracts to sell power to
Republic Day parade scattered in panic.
·' R~p~blic
world's energy-starved California.
Millions of Hindus at the world’s
The offers bought the Legislature
largest religious gathering in Allahabad,
epicen- some time to work on a long-term solu
solumore than 1,000 miles east of the epicen
tion to a crisis that resulted in rolling
ter, felt the ground sway under them.
The quake was felt in Nepal, and an blackouts last week and has left the two
apparent aftershock hit a half-hour after utilities some $12 billion in debt. The
utilities'
hun state is buying power on the utilities’
the quake in Bangladesh, where hunpan_icked residents came out into _ behalf because their credit is practically
dreds of panicked
the streets in Satkhira, on the border with worthless.
power_ grid
India.
Managers of the state power
"W
e’ve pulled out many bodies said they may have enough electricity
''We've
from the rubble of a building collapse, as Friday to lift a Stage 3 alert for the first
well as three bodies after a stampede in a time
time· in 11 days. Stage 3 alerts are called
diamond factory,”
Vineet Gupta, when electricity reserves approach just
factory," said Viheet
blackpolice commissioner of Surat, 185 miles 1.5 percent and warn that rolling black
quake's center.
outs may be imposed.
southeast of the quake’s
He said 18 bodies had been pulled

Energy-Starved
Energy-Starved Calif.
Crafts Plan
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recount
Revisiting
ting the recount
Revisi
Kirk Winters graduated from Covenant last spring and moved to Palm Beach County, Florida cono f the Presidential
Preszdential election recounts and disputes. He offers his observations and con
the center of
clusions about what went wrong in the Sunshine State.
WINTERS
KIRK
B
y K
irk W
in te rs
BY

Politics writer

My Personal Experience

As a resident of Wellington, a suburban
village in the southeastern Florida county of
Palm Beach, I registered to vote almost as
soon as I was eligible. But because of the
time I spent at Covenant College, previous
to the 2000 election I had either voted at the
West Brow precinct on Lookout Mountain
or with a Florida absentee ballot. Last year's
year’s
opporelection presented me with my first oppor
tunity to vote in person at a Palm Beach
before
county polling place. About a week °before
the National election on November 7, all the
residents of this county received a pamphlet
-Ballot
"Official Sample Ballot
in the mail entitled “Official
botFlorida." Near the bot
Palm Beach County, Florida.”
tom of the cover page appeared the words
Elections." I
“Theresa
"Theresa LaPore, Supervisor of Elections.”
reviewed my copy, and circled the names of
the candidates I had decided to vote for.
The first race presented was that for electors
for president and vice president. With ten
sets of candidates, their names were printed
on either side of the spread to allow for large
type. Shortly before the election, newspanewspa
pers also printed the sample ballot. I took
my sample ballot to the polling place with
me on Election Day, but left it in my pock
pockpredeet, as I was able to remember all my prede
termined selections. After voting, I removed
the ballot card from the machine, walked
over to the ballot box and gave it to a poll
worker. She turned my card over and
checked it for pieces of paper (called chad, as
I was to later learn) not fully removed, and
· dropped it in the box. I left and did not give
the process of voting a second thought.
But elsewhere in the county, complaints
began pouring in to government officials
and Democratic part operatives about the
double column presidential ballot, which
voters claimed confused them into choosing
the wrong candidates, specifically, the
Reform Party's
Party’s Buchanan // Foster ticket
instead the intended Democratic Party Gore
// Lieberman ticket. Eventually, national
attention was focused on this state and
county. The attention was so great that
some Palm Beach County residents were
offering their sample ballots for sale on the
web site eBay for upwards of $125. (I still
have my sample ballot, with my name and
address printed on back.)
Thursday morning, as I drove out of
rwo hand-made signs
Wellington, I saw two

of rushing off and
posted
in
punching their vote.
the ground
led from the
Arrows
read
that
candidates' names to
candidates’
"Revote _or
“Revote
or
the hole to be
Revolt."
R evolt.”
What
punched.
W
hat
Revolt? As I1
more do they want?
ccontinued
ontinued
A
· kindergarten
com
commy
teacher to guide their
mute I conhands to the hole?
ssidered
i d ered
Those who overover
uuprooting
prooting
voted should learn to
the
signs
follow instructions.
when
1I
"vote for
The words “vote
rreturned
eturned
group” were clearly
grour."
home. The
The
visible on the page.
word revolt
"Group"
“Group” is a singular
seemed too
noun.
It means,
means ,
subversi ve
subversive
"Vote
“Vote
for
only
one
for a law
set of candidates, not
abidgr
abid~r like
more." Both
two or more.”
myself.
myself.
the
accidental
When
I
Buchanan voters and
arrived in
the multiple ticket
West Palm
that
ut
b
_
George
W.
Bush
taken
the
Presidential
oath
o
f
office,
but
some
argue
of
has
voters
could have
W
Beach,
I
asked for a second
photo)
(APphoto)
learned that alleged voting irregularities in Florida taint his election. (AP
ballot card.
a
protest
Most
all
march was
Concerning the allegedly confusing
Americans
spend
hundreds
of
hours
every
being lead by Jesse Jackson just up the road. Butterfly ballot (it didn’t
look
confusing
to
didn't
citI did not join either the protesters or their me),
m e ), those who have objected have Spread
spread year in recreational activities. Yet many cit
izens spend very little time participating in
counter protesters or even observe from a blame around to m
a n y places, except to the
many
distance. I saw this activity as primarily an place where it most belongs, themselves. our system of self-government. Is it too
act to attract the attention of cameras.
This does not really surprise me too much, much to ask people to spend some time
Seeing that he was losing both the being that the shirking of personal responsi
responsi- before for going to the polls reviewing the
procount and recount, Gore chose to challenge bility in favor of blaming a third person is a ballot? Voters should use the resources pro
the results in four of the sixty-seven coun
coun- human trait that has been with us since the vided to prepare themselves for the privilege
ties, this one included. A hand recount of fall. Some, like the Reverend Claudia of voting. Instead, we have full-grown
incom
the ballots was then held. The place of the Spradley, have charged that it was a part of a adults publicly whining about their incomhand count, the Emergency Operations scheme by Governor John Elliot Bush (JEB)
QEB) petence in fulfilling a simple task.
The intensity of the whining and comcom
“I’m thinking
Center, sits near the corner of Military Trail to disfranchise black voters. 'Tm
and Southern Boulevard in West Palm that
brother's plan B. plaining is interesting, considering voter
Bush's brother’s
chat it was Bush’s
Beach. Nearby is an airport runway, some Suspicious? Yes. Very suspicious.”
suspicious." Never error is not something that is unique to this
run down stores and a hole-in-the-wall top
top- mind that Rev. Spradley offers no evidence year or place. In fact, in 1996, Palm Beach
less bar. If there is a more unsightly place in to back her suspicion. Others have falsely county recorded 14,872 overvotes for presi
presithe city to invite the national media to, I do accused Elections Supervisor Theresa dent, yet no objections were heard then.
not know of it. But the national media did LaPore, a Democrat, and the person who
Reports came
qme in 2000 from other states in
come. I never stopped, but I did drive by approved the ballot format, with scabbing
stabbing
the
Union
of invalidated ballots. Yet no real
the EOC several times while the count was them in the back. Some even went so far as
complaining
happened in other states. But
under way. The parking lot of this once to suggest LaPore conspired with
protests
over
ballots happened in
invalidated
unassuming, windowless building was filled Republicans and took payment for her
Florida in 2000 because it made a difference
with the camps of television crews, newspa
newspa- actions.
per writers and photographers. Inside the
Yet, all voters had ample opportunity to in the outcome. To many, the result of the
ballot card that I had cast was counted, for review the ballot before voting. Florida law election, a Gore presidency, was just as
the third time. After the count was finished, allows voters five minutes inside the booth, important, if not more important, · than a
two
rwo hours past the extended deadline, all the enough time for voters to review the ballot fair process. This was made clear to me
action, and the ballot cards, moved to before acting. Jeb Bush and LaPore are when many protestors showed up with
Tallahassee.
innocent. It is the voters who are to blame. Gore-Lieberman campaign signs. If a fair
Those who voted for Buchanan instead of
Commentary
Gore should have been more careful, instead
Please see ''Recount"
“Recount” on Page 5
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ge W.?
How pro-l
pro-life
George
ife is Geor
First executive order leaves some unconvinced
unconvinced
B y ALICIA
A l i c i a MONTGOMERY
M o n tg o m e ry
BY

Salon.com

world."
will save the lives of many unborn children all over the world.”
To the pro-abortion rights organizations that had grown used
to having a friend in the White House, the decision was a rude
“We weren’t
weren't surprised, but we were certainly hoping
awakening. "We
that he would not take this action,”
action," said Gloria Feldt, president of
Planned Parenthood.
“It’s a terrible, terrible decision for anyone who thought that
"It's
woman's right to
Bush’s presidency would not be a threat to a woman’s
Bush's
choose,” said Elizabeth Cavendish, legal director of the National
choose,"
Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League.
Cavendish said that while she expects more .attacks
attacks on the
Roe decision from the Bush White House, the reinstatement of
Bush's pro-life allies
the global gag rule is an easy way to appease Bush’s
"It plays well with his hard
with the minimum of political risk. “It

Jan. 23, 2001 I|WASHINGTON -— For abortion foes, winwin
ning the White House has already begun to earn dividends, as
President George W
W. Bush signed an executive order Monday to
organi
end American funding for international family planning organizations that offer abortions or abortion counseling. But while
Bush’s
Bush's move was met warmly by some anti-abortion activists, the
anti-aborstaunchest remain unconvinced of the -new
new president's
president’s anti-abor
tion bona fides.
“I would love to say that I was thrilled, but I'm
I’m not,"
not,” said
"I
Judie Brown, leader of the American Life League. "It's
“It’s one-half of
one-tenth of a baby step."
step.”
Brown, a
self-d escrib ed
self-described
“pro-life fanatfanat
"pro-life
ic,"
ic,” represents a
faction of the
ant i - a bor t i on
anti-abortion
ccommunity
ommunity
that has strongstrong
ly questioned
commitBush’s
Bush's commit
ment to ending
abortion; in a
May 2000 letter
Al
to him and A1
Gore she said
that both of
them “sanction
"sanction
the killing of
innocent babies
womb. "
in the womb.”
says
She
that what the
president did
on Monday just
proves that hhee
won’t be strong
won't
enough to fight
for the ultimate
reversal of Roe
vs. Wade.
She points
to the opening
28th Annual March for Life Monday
protesters hold up their message during the 28th
days of the Anti-abortion
(Reuters
photo)
Washington.
in
admin
Clinton administration, when
said.
overseas, " she said.
abor right constituents, and it only affects women overseas,”
the new president issued five executive orders that advanced aborBut Stacey Vogel, an anti-abortion crusader who traveled to
tion rights: lifting a ban on abortions performed at military hoshos
Monday's March for
pitals; pressing the Food and Drug Administration to speed up Washington from Buffalo to participate in Monday’s
Bush's
testing of RU-486; loosening the congressional ban on federal Life, was among those who remain unconvinced. She cited Bush’s
“gag appointment of high-profile pro-choice Republicans to his
ce1l research; striking down the national "gag
funding of fetal stem ceil
doesn't have the moral muscle
rule” that forbade federally funded family planning organizations Cabinet as proof that he probably doesn’t
rule"
outlawed.
from discussing abortion; and reversing the Mexico City rule or to lead the country into a future in which abortion is outlawed.
“He wouldn't
wouldn’t have hired Christine Todd Whitman or Colin
“global gag rule"
rule” that imposed that same national . gag rule on "He
"global
pro-life,” she said.
Powell if he were really pro-life,"
international groups.
“If
As for John Ashcroft, the anti-abortion conservative Bush
"If Bush were as strong in his pro-life beliefs as Clinton was
convictions,” Brown said, "he
“he would have picked for attorney general, Vogel is hopeful about his possible
in his pro-abortion convictions,"
reign at the Justice Department, but wasn’t
wasn't entirely convinced
all.”
reversed them all."
"He's a good lawyer and a
Bush’s executive order reinstates the Mexico City rule that that he has the right attitude going in. “He’s
Bush's
prosecutor,”" Vogel said, “but
he'll have to fight to get them
"but he’ll
was put into place in 1984 during a United Nations population good prosecutor,
that."
he'll
and
I
don’t
11 do that.
know that he
don't
Wade,
vs.
Roe
overturn
to
control conference in Mexico City, when Reagan administration
Brown instead looks to an even more trusted member of his
officials decreed that the United States would no longer fund
fol
"Laura Bush is folinternational family planning organizations that provided aborabor team for the real story on his abortion views. “Laura
mother-in-law’s
footsteps,”
Brown,
noting that
said
footsteps,"
mother-in-law's
her
in
lowing
tions or information about abortion.
While the most strident pro-lifers said the new president did both Bush spouses support keeping Roe vs. Wade the law of the
“It’s proof that this administration plans to stay in the
not go far enough, the National Right to Life Committee hailed land. "It's
life.”"
middle on life.
mushy
moves
the move as the first step toward reversing the pro-choice
“Of course, we're
we’re very pleased with
of the Clinton presidency. "Of
this,” said David Osteen, executive director of the NRLC. "This
“This
this,"
Page 5
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voting process was their only concern,
campaign signs would have been left at
home.
Palm Beach Atlantic College sits right
in the middle of the city of WPB. In the
November 17 edition of
The Compass, its
ofThe
student newspaper, a student named John
Templeton, who did go to the protests as
"It
an observer, wrote of his experiences. “It
sickens me to see people use my county as
a soapbox for all their political grievances
that have been festering since the media
last paid them any attention. The right to
vote is not the issue. From first hand
experience, I can confidently relay that the
demonstrations themselves were wellhidstaged events and attempts to push a hid
den agenda. None of the agitators are
here to see a fair voting process take place.
For that matter, at the poling place I saw
no unfair voting practices taking places.
All I could see were helpful elderly people
assisting fellow voters to the voting booths
and handing us stickers for our effort. ...
Agitators like Jesse Jackson are merely here
sunto enjoy the media limelight and the sun
not ·
have
agitators
these
What
light. ...
done is enlighten the county on new
we've allegedly been missing all
issues that we’ve
along. What the agitators have done is
obstruct justice, while making their
respective political affiliations look
shamelessly." After reading
absolutely shamelessly.”
attendJohn’s
John's account, I do not regret not attend
ing the protests. Shouting at people and
trying to come up with creative slogans to
put on signs are activities best reserved for
professional football games, not political
discourse.
What frustrates me most about all
this is the conclusion some have drawn
that we now have an illegitimate presi
president. This claim is based on a patently
false belief that not all votes were counted.
But, in fact, they all were. Twice. While
it is true that many ballot cards ran
through machines did not register, all the
cards were ran through the machine.
machine.
Most media outlets were less than honest
in their reports, referring to cards that .
were fed into the machine but which did
not register as “uncounted.”
"uncounted." In hindsight,
it is becoming more clear that even a man
manual examination of the cards with a very
permissive standard would not have been
needable to produce the necessary votes need
ed to put Gore over the top. The Palm
Beach Post did its own count of the
10,600 undervoted ballots in Dade
County, and discovered a net increase of
pubsix votes - for Bush. This report, pub
lished January 16, demonstrates
demonstrares that the
hope of the Gore camp - that the under
undervoted ballots, if dimples and all were
counted, could produce a net increase for
Gore as high as 600 votes - was a false
hope.
Of all the lessons that can be drawn
from the whole fracas, probably the most
historimportatn is that of humility. The histor
ical record is filled with stories of human
folly. And now the America of 2000 can
join the ranks.
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Features staff writer
National media outlets buzzed with the
news shortly after Christmas: A British
Airways flight to Nairobi, Kenya was nearly
crashed by a crazed Kenyan man who
attacked the pilot and seized the controls.
The plane took two sharp nosedives, falling
000 feet in two minutes.
over 10>
10,000
plane’s 398 passenpassen
Fortunately for the plane's
gers, two American men, Clarke Bynum
and Gifford Shaw, were near enough to the
cockpit to hear the struggle and had the ·
courage to enter the fray. Bynum seized the
attacker from behind while Shaw pulled his
feet out from under him, and the pilot
aircraft. Sources say
regained control of the aircrafr.
that a few seconds later the plane might not
have been saved - it was remarkably fortufortu
itous that the two men responded as they
did.

Covenant Biblical studies professor D
Dr.r.
Henry Krabbendam thinks it more than forfor
tuitous:
tuitous: it was, he says, "a
“a divine appointappoint
ment."
ment.” The venerable teacher and evangelist
was one of the imperiled passengers. Shaw,
a ruling elder at Westminster Presbyterian
Church in Sumter, S.C., and Bynum were
flying with Krabbendam to Uganda for a
two-week mission trip.
“We were not even supposed to be on
"We
flight,” Krabbendam explains. T
The
he trio
the flight/
had planned to fly direct to Entebbe,
Uganda, but had narrow1y
narrowly missed their
flight due to snow delays. They were placed
on the Nairobi flight instead. As it turned
out, the change of plans helped save British
Airlines · Flight 2069. Krabbendam. insists,
"It
God's care, and
“It was God's
God’s sovereignry,
sovereignty, God’s
andthe power of prayer,"
prayer,” that saved the
398 passengers from almost certain
death.
According to Krabbendam, a
friend of the two men was in the
habit of sending them daily prayers.
The day of the flight, the friend
“Yea,
sent Psalm 23 to Bynum: "Yea,
though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil, for thou art with me.
me.”" To ·
Shaw he sent Daniel 6, which
Daniel’s imprisonment in a
details Daniel's
den _of lions, and includes King
Darius of Persia's
Persia’s proclamation after
“For
Daniel survives unharmed. "For
[the God of Daniel] is the living
God,” it reads, "and
“and he endures fo
for
God,"
rkingdom will not be
ever; his kii1gdom
destroyed, his dominion will never
end. He rescues and he saves; he
performs signs and wonders in the
heavens and on the earth. He has
rescued Daniel from the power of
the lions."
lions.”
wasn’t just
Krabbendam says it wasn't
quick thinking and physical
quick
prowess (Bynum is 6 foot 7 and
weighs 200 pounds) that saved the
day. Bynum is convinced that he
“courage from the Lord
Lord...
received "courage
... I
don’t think there's
there’s any doubt that
don't
o f British Airlines Flight that was our divine appointment,"
Crew members of
appointment,”
2 0 69 carry the would-be hijackers from the Bynum said from hhis
2069
is hotel room in
cockpit. (Reuters photo)
Nairobi, Kenya, about 10 hours
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Henry Krabbendam, above, was
Covenant Biblical studies professorDr. Flenry
off 398
398 passengers on a British Airlines flight last month that was
one o
almost crashed by a crazed Kenyan man (below). Krabbendam says that
the plane was saved by "a
“a divine appointment."
appointment.” (Top
(Top photo by Aaron Mesh,
bottom from
.from Reuters.)
seat. "
after the ordeal. "That
“That flight, that seat.”
The two men, _upon
up.on arriving in
Nairobi, canceled their trip to Uganda in
favor of returning home, a decision that
Krabbendam applauds. Throughout their
app~arances on television, in newspapers,
appearances
and in magazines, Krabbendam says their
testimony lias
has consistently given credit to
the power of prayer and the providence of
God in _the situation. “All
"All the glory goes to
God,”
God," Krabbendam exults. They are both
respected businessmen, · he says, and their
testimony is more powerful in America than
his, as a preacher, could ever have been.
But God’s
God's power was felt in Africa, too.
too.
With 'his
his comrades absent, Krabbendam
preached some 21 sermons in seven days, far
above the usual workload.
But,
wo rkload.
Krabbendam says it was also very rewarding.
“My preaching was stronger, according to
"My
my field director.”
director." He glows when he speaks
of the
incar
t!1e conversion of eight young men incarcerated in a maximum-security prison.
"That,"
powerful."
“That,” he says somberly, "w:is
“was powerful.”
When asked if the experience has had a
sobering effect on him, Krabbendam nods.
nods.
“Sobering and deepening . . . Scripture is
"Sobering
much sweeter.”
sweeter." It has left him with a deter
deter-

mination to keep shorter accounts.
accounts. “It
"It is no
longer theory,”
theory," he says, that he will someday
"meet
Maker." The thought gives him a
meet his Maker.”
much greater desire to be productive.
“There are only three things that you
"There
you
can take with you,”
you," he says: ", the presence
of God, holiness and souls."
souls.” With his
remaining days, Krabbendam intends to
pursue all three.“My
three."My life is certainly richer
than it was before.”
before."
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Illinoi s
n? No, Illinois
Is this Heave
Heaven?
By C
a itlin P
e ttit
PETTIT
CAITLIN
BY

Features writer

After this I looked and there before me
was a great multitude that no one could count,
l.anguage,
from every nation, tribe, people and language,
front
standing before the throne and in fro
n t ooff the
Lamb. -—Revelation
7: 9
Revel.ation 7·
Attending an Urbana conference is per
perhaps the closest to this picture of heaven that
is possible to participate in on earth. It is,
simply put, 20,000 people gathered not only
to worship Jesus but also to act upon his
command to live the gospel before the
nations.
Urbana was first held in Toronto in
1946, and attended by 575 delegates. It is a
ministry begun and continually supported
and organized by InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship Canada and U.S.A. It moved to
the University of Illinois at Urbana campus
in 1952. The conference is held every three
excluyears and is intended, although not exclu
sively, for college students. It begins on
Years' Eve
December 27 and ends on New Years’

with a communion celebration to bring in
the New Year.
Speakers of such note as Billy Graham,
A.W.
A.W Tozer, Tony Campolo, Ravi Zacharias,
and Elisabeth Elliot have presented
the gospel and encouraged stu
students with such themes as
“By all means proclaim
pt'oclaim
"By
"From
Christ," (1951) “From
Christ,”
all nations to all
nations,"(1967) and
nations,”(1967)
“Because
"Because God first
loved us”
us" (2000).
The continual and
overarching goal of
Urbana is to chal
chalparlenge students to par
ticipate in the great com
commission.
m1ss1on.
While this goal remains
the same, the focus of the confer
conference has become increasingly international
and diverse. The keynote speakers are now
more typically pastors and people who have
personally experienced the mission field, at

home or overseas. This year was particular
particularly focused on racial reconciliation between
black and white, Chinese and Japanese and
Korean, native and immigrant and foreigner.
Missionaries and missions organi
organizations set
set, up over 500 exhibits
on the campus and led
many lectures about
their specifi~
specific purposes
and dreams for their
fields.
Although the
conferfocus of the confer
ence was increas
increasingly international,
missions at home
and next door was by
no means neglected.
The exhibits ranged from
inner-city to the ends of the
earth, trips from one day a week to
the rest of your life, topics from education to
disagriculture to economics. The seminars dis
realcussed every topic imaginable from the real

ities of missions life, serving as a single·
single or
min
married person, Christian journalism, ministry in a war zone, engineering and archiarchi
tecture for Jesus, Jews for Jesus, to our very
own Chalmers center.
The Chalmers center and Dr. Russell
Mask are in fact specially featured as part of
the web site for Urbana: www.Urbana.org.
At this site, visitors will find helpful advice
about how to attend an Urbana conference,
folwhat exactly goes on there, and how to fol
low up on ideas and dreams begun at
Urbana. The Chalmers center is featured
under Resources. _
Urbana is both practically helpful for
the future and intellectually engaging. It is
the most international event I have ever
attended, with 113 countries represented by
coma total of 20, 130 believers. The only com
parable event would be the Olympics, which
recorded attendance from 199 countries in
2000. The overall Urbana experience can
best be described as drinking from a fire
hose at full blast. See you in 2003?

'
.
...
Your stuff was lost, but now its
it’s found
found...
B y JJONATHAN
o n a t h a n NICHOLS
N ic h o ls
BY

Features writer
The beginning of a semester has always been an excitexcit
ing time for me, especially seeing friends again. Mrs. Susan
Green was one of the first people I went to visit during the
first week of classes. In case you did not know, her office is
in the Student Development Office in Carter Hall. I am
hoping to join her on the New York Break On Impact trip
which she has led for the past seven years.
When we had finished talking, Susan walked me to her
door, where we were met by a student who had just parked
a flat bed cart sort of thing
right outside her door piled
with what he said were lost
and found items from last
semester. It was a large pile
conand I am sure it took aa· con
siderable amount of time to
sort through it. Taking
responsibility of lost and
found, as I have learned, is
quite a feat.
During the academic
year,
the
Student
Development Office is the
headquarters for lost and
found. This means that
_
anything you come across
that has no identifying clue
Green's office
as to whom it belongs should be taken to Mrs. Green’s
in Student Development where she has a closet for the lost
items. Mrs. Green does an impressive amount of investiga
investigative work to restore the items to the rightful owner. When
she cannot track the owner down she will sometimes post
the item on the Campus Bulletin Board.
Last semester Mrs. Green had some complications with
lost and found items because the people who found lost
items would put a post on the campus bulletin board, but
forget to drop the item off at the Student Development
Office. Confusion would follow when the owners of the lost

institunot observe the day by calling off classes, as _m
many
any institu
tions were in the practice of doing. To find the answer, I
faculwent and talked to Dr. Robert Littlejohn, the dean of facul
ty here at Covenant.
I had never met Littlejohn before, so it was a pleasure
to find him such a personable guy. I explained my particu
particular curiosity to him, clarifying that my purpose was not to
point fingers or cause hard feelings, but to learn the reasons
reast>ns
that Covenant does not participate in observing M.L. King
that
Day.
The first reason is that we are not federally supported,
and therefore are not required to observe federal holidays in
the sense of making them no-work, no-class days. It is not
********************
a matter of which federal holidays Covenant respects.
********************
President's Day or on Labor Day in
Classes are not called on President’s
The
Chattanooga the fall. In the middle of the summer during the Masters of
Symphony will be performing Education courses, students at Covenant are in class on July
Tchaikovsky’s
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. the 4th.
It is not a matter of not showing respect to Dr. King
5 this Thursday and Friday,
won
February 1 and 2 at the Tivoli that Covenant still has classes on his birthday. Still, I woncul
Theatre —
- and you will not dered, since Covenant College is seeking to have a more culwant to miss it. Tchaikovsky turally diverse student body, would it not demonstrate
takes you on an emotional ride, respect to the African-American community for us to cancel
descending to hesitant, mourn
mourn- classes as a means of publicly honoring Martin Luther King,
ful strains and rising mightily Jr.? Littlejohn expressed the desire to be purposeful in
with a roaring blend of strings observing and respecting great leaders of our country like M.
and brass. He is one of the L. K., and believes that doing so speaks more loudly and
“silent day of dismissal.”
dismissal. " He also knows
best romantic composers of any respectfully than a "silent
that Covenant has not been as succesful as they desire. The
generation.
observaany- college is seeking to create a means of purposeful observa
I cannot imagine any
tion
that
louder
than
a
“silent
dismissal.”
dismissal."
"silent
speaks
performone being regretful that they attended ont
om. of these perform
on.e
A serious point to ponder: on federal holidays when the
ances. The Tivoli Theatre is located in downtown
country is said to be honoring and respecting men and
Chattanooga on Broad Street. Hope to see you there.
women who have fought and battled for the life we now
********************
enjoy, are we really honoring them if all we do is take a day
********************
off from work or school? That is the seriousness with which
Tivoli ... On January 15 the theatre Covenant approaches the observation of any day, including
Speaking of the Tivoli...
hosted a celebration commemorating the birth of Dr. federal holidays. I sincerely hope that the student body was
Martin Luther King, Jr. who was the greatest leader of the respectfully aware of the life of Dr. M. L. King, Jr. this year.
20th century. I was curious as to why Covenant College did May the Spirit who drove him, drive you every day.

Green's office and
items would see the post, go down to Mrs. Green’s
not find what they thought had been found. It is assumed
net
helpthat those who put posts up for lost items intend to be help
ful. It is best to just drop off what you find and let Mrs.
Green do all the notifying and contacting. Not that she
Gree!!_
doesn’t
doesn't appreciate the help we often intend, it is just that we
usually only end up complicating things.
Also, if you find that you are missing a zip-disc, camera,
jacket, cap, notebook, coffe mug, watch, a pair of earrings or
Susan’s office and see if it has been
a water bottle, swing by Susan's
dropped off there. If it has not, she will keep an eye and ear
out for it, but quite often it is already on the shelf.
she!£
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"O
0 Brother" is an instant classic

11

2001 arrives with a Coen brothers Odyssey
Arizona,"
trailer park rednecks in "Raising
“Raising Arizona,”
Crossing,"
pinstriped mobsters in "Miller's
“Miller’s Crossing,”
screenwritearly Hollywood producers and screenwrit
"Barton Fink,"
Fink,” fast-talking 1950's
1950 s
One evening as the sun went down and ers in “Barton
"The Hudsucker Proxy",
Proxy”,
n gle fire was burning, down the track New Yorkers in “The
jungle
the ju
"Fargo," and
came a hobo hiking and he said, 'boys Tm
I ’m not North Dakota common folk in “Fargo,”
Lebowski.”
"The Big Lebowski."
farr away L.A. slacker types in “The
turning. II'm
’m heading
fo r a land that's
that’s fa
heading.for
Second, the Coen brothers have the
me,
comee with me,
beside the crystal fountain. So com
Big
and
we'll
w
e’l l go an
d see the B
ig Rock Candy unique talent of knowing how to cast their
movies perfectly. They usually work with a
Mountain. '’
appearcast· of regulars that have all made appear
The first time I heard these lyrics I was cast
reg
in love. Not with any fair-haired beauty, ances in at least three Coen films. These regmind you, but with three men in black and ulars include John Goodman, John
white stripes ducking awkwardly in out of a Turturro, Steve Buscemi, Holly Hunter,
field in an escape from a deep South chain John Mahoney, Jon Polito, Charles
gang. The images of their flight were coming Durning, and Frances Mcdormand. Then ·
at me from a full size movie screen along the Coens will usually recruit some
with the opening credits of a film that I was Hollywood leading actor or actress (Nicolas
"O Brother, Where Cage, Tim Robbins, Jennifer Jason Leigh,
already fully engaged in, “O
Jeff Bridges) for a major opportunity at the
Thou."
Art Thou.”
cred- role of a lifetime. The end result is that the
In this specific case, watching the cred
its was almost as exciting as watching the Coen brothers should get the lifetime
"Written by Joel achievement award for creating the mostfilm. For when the words “Written
and Ethan Coen”,
“Produced by Ethan ever breakthrough roles for actors and
Coen", "Produced
Coen" actresses.
"Directed by Joel Coen”
Coen”,
Coen", and “Directed
The formula for great Coen films
sat- ·
appeared on the screen I was left with a sat
"O. Brother, Where art
isfied mind that I would be sure to enjoy the remains the same in “O
culThou." Once again, the Coens take a cul
cer- Thou.”
next two hours of my life. And this was cer
tural stereotype, that of the depression-era
tainly the case.
incredi
For those of you who are not familiar deep South, and impose upon it an incrediwith the Coen brothers, there are a few ble story of light and dark elements, in this
Homer's
things you should know. First, in my humhum case their own twisted variation of Homer’s
ble opinion, they are the most ingenious Odyssey. And once again, the movie serves
perfilmmakers alive today. They have an acute as a breeding ground for remarkable per
taste for genre, style, music, dialogue, satire, formances from an outstanding cast.
For those of you who feel uneasy going
irony, and
and· humor. They have the ability to
movie starring George Clooney, you will
create a twisted story of light and dark ele
ele: to a mov!e
surprised at what is easily his
ments and impose it onto a specific time, be enormously surprised'at
place, and culture in such a way that your greatest performance to date. He plays
a
(Homer's Ulysses), a·
impression of that period will forever be Ulysses Everett McGill (Homer’s
changed. They can take a cultural stereotype man so desperate to return to his wife Penny
(Homer's Penelope played by Holly Hunter)
and exploit it beyond all previously set (Homer’s
boundaries, until our very concept of that and his kids, that he convinces two prisoners
cultural stereorype
stereotype becomes intimately who are chained to him to escape in search
bound with their film. They did this with of a buried treasure.
WILLISON
TODD
BY
By T
odd W
il liso n
B
a g p ip e sstaff
ta ff w
rite r
writer
Bagpipe

Cpen Brothers film
Homer goes "Out,":
“Duh Tim Blake Nelson (above) makes ·his
his Coen
fn '"O
debut as Southern dimbulb Delmar. In an early s~ene
scene in
“O Brother, Where
Thou," Delmar and his traveling companions join George "Babyface"
A
rt Thou,”
“Babyface”
Art
bariR" ~robbery. (Photos from
Nelson (Michael Baddalucco) for a quick bank
Touchstone Pictures)
Clooney is great, but he is often over
overshadowed by the shining star of the film,
Tim
McGill’s side
side1im Blake Nelson, who plays McGill's
kick Delmar. The Coen brothers have a way
kic~
of introducing unheard of actors and elevat
elevating them to the status of unforgettable per
performers, and Nelson is the latest example.
As the story progresses, Clooney,
Nelson, and their third partner John
Turturro (who gives a hilarious performance
as dim-witted Pete) move through
Mississippi, encountering various adven
adven-

tures that are taken either from the Odyssey
or from the South’s
South's own historical heritage.
The mixture of history with mythology is
proof of just how layered a film this really is.
Homer’s lotus-eaters are represented by a
Homer's
church choir on their way to a river baptism.
The sirens are three southern ladies singing
as they do their laundry. Cylops is a oneeyed Bible salesman played by John
Goodman. Throw in chain gangs, Southern
politicians, a traveling blues musician, Baby
Face Nelson, and a choreographed musical
number with the Ku Klux Klan and you
have one very brave movie. And it works like
a charm.
But I have saved the best element of
this movie for last: the soundtrack. This
movie is
is' literally defined by its music. The
Coen brothers took great care in coming up
with a well-rounded selection of American
roots music that would be used significantly
throughout the film. This movie is nothing
less than a full-blooded musical. In this
movie, almost every scene stands out as an
independent beauty, largely because of the
way music is used.
As I look back on a given scene in the
movie, I have only to think of the song that
feelwas employed to remember what I was feel
ing at that moment. I remember the angelic
tone of the river baptism scene when Alison
Kraus - along with the First Baptist Church

“O Brother”
Brother" on Page 9
Please see "O
Page 8
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Bea 1 Anthology
1 1
The Long and Winding Beatles
B
y JJADE
ade A
lg e r
ALGER
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Pop Culture staff writer
grandmother's griddlecakes and they arouse
They aren’t
aren't grandmother’s
not the same pleasurable emotions that a Moravian love feast
aren't known to
may, perchance, arouse. Liverpool vagrants aren’t
gain mass followings even if they really do dream in Bosch
and Dali.
Still, the Beatles fought the fight to stardom and won
significant recognition in an era when music could be used
to express the feelings of a vibrant youth. Just pull your
socks up, let your hair down, and follow the sun. It sounds
withunrealistic-in
in a sense, although with
unrealistic because it is unrealistic
out these kinds of hopes, the world would be less vibrant,
more prone to drought, and we would all shrivel up.
deterSo let me linger a minute longer on this note as I deter
mine to make known a few facts and details about the
recendy
recently released Beatles Anthology book. It is basically a
unrecollection of memories, information, and previously unre
leased photos put into 357 pages. It was originally due out
in 1996 but Paul, George, and Ringo had some trouble
agreeing on the final text, thus delaying publication.
What makes this book different from.other
from other books on the
Beades
Beatles is that it is the complete story and is told by the
childBeatles themselves. It covers events in the personal child
tlie
hood years of all four persons as well as events about the
band and surrounding them up until 1970. Genesis
Publications specializes in deluxe hand-made books and is
responsible for the compilation of the book. EMI and Apple
opened their archives for this project, but more significant is
managethe availability of the Beatles'
Beades’ own personal and manage
ment archives that were given for the production of the
book. Because painstaking
went taken to gather
pai,nstaking measures were
Johp. Winston:
information on John
Winston Lennon, the book inclqdes
includes an
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equal amount of text on him. From broadcast
person~ and public archives, data was
media to personal
pulled, providing a vast quantity of quotes from
John.
_
John.
Beatles'
With more then 20 million copies of the Beatles’
One album sold, the Beatles are continuing their
upward climb. Now with the production of the
book, outselling all non-fiction hardcovers on the
New York Times’
Times' bestseller list for Oct. 22-28, the
fame continues. With 3,000,000 copies originally
printed, demands continue to increase.
Critics and connoisseurs have provided their
own take on this widely acclaimed project. Some
tell of its shortage of new knowledge, while others
Beatles themselves were not the best
claim that the Beades
choice for telling their own story. In one report in
particular, George, Paul, and Ringo were accused of
hiding the full story from the press in order to keep
the myth of the Beatles alive. The Beatles have
indubitably been elevated to some kind of mythical
god-like figures rather than simple everyday people,
and so they succumb to the lifestyle of gods making
it hard for them to relate to us simpletons on our
terms.
psycho·However,
However, it may not be constructive to psycho
analyze the Beatles, but to relax and enjoy the myth
as it continues with this newly released Anthology
book. It is highly recommended that if you happen
somec·orner store some
pamp~et in some corner
upon this pamphlet
where
where· (lying diagonal on a coffee-table among
other knick-knacks) to pick it up. A deluxe edition
some- While his guitar gently weeps: John Lennon plays guitar
of the book is supposedly coming out, due some
time next year. The long and winding road _of the while Paul McCartney looks on in a photo from the newly
Anthology is coming to fruition, so embrace!
released Beatles Anthology.
'J

J
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Chris Ammons' top 20 albums _of 2000
The following millennial masterworks are listed in no par
particular order. W
hy listen to Chris Ammons’
Ammons' opinion? He knows,
Why
because he works in a record store - and owns more CDs than you
do.
Cutie, “We
we’re voting Yes”
Yes"
"We have the facts & we're
1. Death Cab for Curie,
(barsuk).
“Lift Your Skinny Fists Like
2. Godspeed You Black Emperor, "Lift
Antennas
Heaven" (Kranky). Apocalytic and triumphant
Antennas·to Heaven”
anthems for guitar and strings. Intense.
2." Pop bliss with substance.
"Bachelor No. 2.”
3. Aimee Mann, “Bachelor
4. Pedro the Lion, "Winners
“Winners Never Quit”
Oade Tree).
Quit" (Jade
5. Yo La Tengo, ·"And
“And Then Nothing Turned Itselflnside
Itself Inside Out”
Out"
(Matador). Sheer genius and amazing beauty from this
Hoboken, NJ trio. This group never fails to deliver the goods.
6. Richard Buckner, “The
Hill” (Overcoat).
"The Hill"
7. Damien Jurado ,”The
David" (Sub Pop). One of the
,"The Ghost of David”
best songwriters of our time.
8. D’Angelo,
“Voodoo.” Dark & smooth grooves from the mod
D'Angelo, "Voodoo."
ern
em Marvin Gaye.
9. Phish, “Farmhouse.”
"Farmhouse." (Elektra)
“All that You Can’t
Behind" (Interscope).
Can't Leave Behind”
10. U2, "All
“Oui” (Thrill Jockey). A smooth & but
11. The Sea and Cake, "Oui"
tery Latin flavored treat.
12. Ryan Adams, “Heartbreaker.”
"Heartbreaker." Sad and beautiful.
13. Neil Young “Silver
the best
Gold" (Reprise) Possibly the
"Silver and Gold”
album of the year.
Slump” (V2).
"The Sophtware Slump"
14. Grandaddy, “The
“Kid A”
A" (Capitol).
15. Radiohead, "Kid

"Fold Your Hands Child, You Walk Like a
16. Belle & Sebastian, “Fold
Peasant”
Peasant" (Matador). Burt Bacharach influenced indie-pop from
everyone’s
everyone's favorite _Glasswegans.
Carnation" (Touch & Go).
,"The For Carnation”
17. The For Carnation ,”The
"Unaccompanied Voice: An Accapella
18. Various Artists, “Unaccompanied
Compilation” (Secredy
(Secretly Canadian). Compilation''
19. Giant Sand, “The
Enchantment" (Thrill Jockey).
"The Chore Of Enchantment”
·
Shown below.
20. Steve Earle, "Transcendental
“Transcendental Blues”
Blues" (E-Squared).
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Brother"from Page 8
"O
“O Brother”from
of White House, TN - sings "Down
“Down to the
River to Pray.”
Pray." As mentioned earlier, the
opening scene is beautifully done with
Harry McClintock’s
"Big Rock Candy
McClintock's “Big
Mountain”.
Mountain". The dance of the Ku Klux Klan
to Ralph Stanley’s
Death'' is absolutely
"O Death”
Stanley's “O
unforgettable. And everyone is sure to enjoy
the Soggy Bottom Boys'
Boys’ renditions of “In
"In
the Jailhouse Now”
“Man of Constant
Now" and "Man
Sorrow.”
Sorrow."
If you’re
"criticism"
you're looking for tougher “criticism”
“O Brother”
Brother"
- that is, the negative aspects of "O
you'll be disappointed. There is
I'm afraid you’ll
- I’m
nothing bad to say about this movie what
whatsoever. In fact I am in the middle of trying
to decide whether or not this movie belongs
time"
"favorite movies of all time”
in my top five “favorite
list. I feel confident in saying that “O
"O
Brother, Where art Thou”
considThou" should be consid
ered the Coens’
Coens' best movie to date. It is by
far their most complex film: they infuse so
many unusual elements into it. Just considconsid
er how hard it is to explain to people what
this film is about. "It's
“It’s a musical comedy set
in the depression-era deep South about
three escaped convicts who go on a journey
It’s taken me
Odyssey." It's
Homer's Odyssey.”
parallel to Homer’s
weeks to perfect that.
that.
This movie has given me hope that
there are still quality films left to be made,
and I can only imagine what kind of future
the Coen Brothers have in front of them.
Their movies started off as amazing, and
have only become increasingly better ever
movie.
since. Make no hesitation. See this movie.
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YWAM show
show
YWAM
dramaticc
sparks dramati
debate

Reformed?
Not Reformed?
lem
(always)
problem
ys) a prob
Not (alwa
evangelicalism
In defense ooff broad evangelicalism

B
y T
odd W
illis o n
WILLISON
TODD
BY

P&R staff writer
11:00
:00 am, they came, they danced, and they
At 11
Iwo Jima with the Christian flag. By
reenacted lwo
12:15, a new record was set for the fastest complaint
ever posted on the Wittenburg door. The drama perper
formed by Youth with a Mission had by no means
gone unnoticed, and the e-board once again began
chapel?"
to peruse the legendary question, "What
“What is chapel?”
However, many Covenant students discovered that
"What
behind this question lies an even deeper one, “What
Reformed?”
does it mean to be Reformed?"
Here is the basic disagreement: Some take a
conservative stance, believing that being Reformed
means being called to a higher standard of church
practice
practice
conthat con
forms itself
only
to
A
Closer
A Closer
Scr i pt ur e
Scripture
Look rather than
-~Look
the modern inno
mnovations of
pop evan1 i ccaa I1
g e Ii
Christianity. Others feel that being Reformed means
being freed by the grace of God from stale traditions
in order to use new and creative methods to reach
people with the gospel. Both of these ideas are comcom
patible with each other, when held in appropriate
emphatension with one another. It is when one is empha
sized at the expense of the other that the debate
ensues.
Seeing as the focus is on a/drama performed in
dischapel it seemed appropriate to include in the dis
cussion the opinions of our new drama professor,
Camille Hallstrom, and our chaplain, Don Graham.
Thus, this article purposes to look at two primary
issues: 1) the nature of the Reformed faith, and 2)
the purpose of chapel.
Hallstrom affirms that crucial to Reformed
“taking seriously the fact that we are
Christianity is "taking
to remain in the place where God called us. But it
also means a certain set of doctrinal distinctives too,
which I would call historic Christianity."
Christianity.”
This does not mean, however, that she supports
those who promote Reformed theology as the only
tendenc
“There is a tenden
legitimate form of Christianity. "There
cy for Reformed people to become idolaters of their
doctrine,” she says, "I
“I think there is a lot more in
doctrine,"
theoloScripture than what is reflected in Reformed theolo
gy . .... A lot of what we think of as Reformed might
be just English or Scottish. Has God made a world
a whole lot bigger than that? Yeah."
Yeah.”
However, she is careful to assert that worship in
the local church has specific limits, "I
“I agree that
God has told us certain things that we should not
from...there
... there are pretty clear verses in the
depart from
Bible where God says do not be innovative in my
worship.”"
worship.
But when asked about her opinion of the
disYWAM chapel, Hallstrom was quick to make a dis
tinction between worship in the local church and
“I’m not sure that chapel is the
parachurch activities. 'Tm

Chapel:

a/

B
y MATT
M a t t NOVENSON
N ovenson
BY

F&R staff writer

Last semester I tried to persuade you that this page - your
philosophy and religion page of the Bagpipe - is worth reading.
“new
I argued that philosophy (especially the postmodern "new
story”) has real consestory'')
quences for your own
thought,
and
life
though you may be
more or less self-con
self-conscious about it. In this
issue, I aim to get more
"religion" than at
at “religion”
“philosophy.”
"philosophy." I want to
consider how we think
of churches within and
outside
of
the
and
Reformed
Presbyterian tradition. I
approach the subject
encounhere as I have encoun
practered it in my life: prac
tically and anecdotally.
I begin with two
claims:
(1) The church
that I attend right now
is not in the Reformed
tradition.
(2) That is ok.
For my last two years at Covenant
College, I have attended the
Bethlehem Community Church in
Chattanooga. It is officially a United
functional
Methodist mission church, functionally an independent community church,
and is pastored by a black southern
Baptist evangelist.
situaNow, such an ecclesiastical situa
tion is rife with
vidth potential (and not a
few actual) problems. I acknowledge,
mourn, and work to amend that fact.
But I do not intend to dwell on it here. Instead, I want to comcom
mend my church and others like it, churches that I and others
like me might tend to assume 1re
are wrong-headed through and
through.
I have had the true blessing of being brought up in a
Christian home and church in the Reformed tradition. John
Calvin, the Westminster Confession, J. Gresham Machen, and
R.C. Sproul are household names for folk like us. I believe that
the classic Reformed teachings (most formulaically the
Westminster Confession) are the truest and best summary of
what is taught in the Scriptures.
The Bethlehem Community Church is - neither
Presbyterian nor Reformed. People there would probably
no,1e of the names I just cited. I began attending the
know none
church with several good friends in a "missionary"
“missionary” spirit, so as
to join in the ministry of the church in the neighborhood.
neighbo_rhood. For

“I f a church from
''If

outside my tradition
believes and obeys
the Bible but does
not have knowledge
ooff the historic
Reformed tradition,
I ought to give
thanks to Goa
God and
encourage that
body."
body.

public assembly of the local church. I know that I can apply the
regulative principle of public worship to that. I’m
I'm not sure that
I can nor do I need to apply it to a certain time when a group of
people in a certain place say let's
let’s get together daily for Christian
lecfellowship. Can chapel be worship? Sure. Can chapel be a lec
ture? Sure. Can chapel be madrigal songs? Why not?"
If Hallstrom had any conflict with the YWAM chapel, it
was with the way that drama was approached.
approached. She believes that

quite a while, I spent most of the two-hour worship services
frustrated with the way they do things there.
Some of my frustrations were biblically justified; many
were not. I want to suggest here what has become very clear
and important to me this year: the Bethlehem church, and
many other evangelical churches like it, is being obedient to
the Scriptures and blessed by the Holy Spirit. The members at
the Bethlehem church would not know to say whether they
are Arminian, Calvinist, or otherwise. But they believe that
God chose them, undeserving, to be saved. They are not
familiar with the regulative principle of worship, but they
believe that we are to
obey whatever God
says about worship in
the Bible. They do not
Til's
know what Van Til’s
+
apologetics are, but
they believe in the
beauimportance and beau
ty of sinners repenting
and turning to Christ.
Covenant
Covenant
College
student,
know that wherever
your Calvinism is
right, it is right only
because it is biblical.
Obedience to God’s
God's
word is the thing. If a
congregation is not
' ,, part 'of
of our tradition,
that may be largely to
do with cultural and
historical factors. The
basis on which to
judgments
make
about the faithfulness
of the church is the
Scriptures. If a church
tra
from outside my tradition believes and
obeys the Bible but
knowlIllustration by ja
d e Alger
does not have knowl
Jade
edge of the historic
encourReformed tradition, I ought to give thanks to God and encour
age that body.
A biblical studies professor here once asked me if I tend to
see more continuity or discontinuity between Reformed
Christians and other evangelical Christians. In this article, I
mean to affirm a continuity between the Reformed church and
other Bible-obeying Christians. It is a continuity grounded in
the one Word of God, a continuity that I at least had failed to
see and love. By all this, I do not mean that I find my
Reformed tradition misled or inadequate. Nor do I mean to
simply say: “let
bloom." I am not affirming
"let a hundred flowers bloom.”
a vacuous and un-discerning tolerance. Rather, I mean to call
us to love our brethren whom the Lord has brought, by his
Word, into the one body through different cultural and hishis
torical circumstances.

drama should never sacrifice excellence in form for the sake of
putting in evangelistic content.
message," she says.
“It is not the playwright’s
playwright's job to preach a message,”
"It
“It
playwright's job to write good plays. You do what you
"It is the playwright’s
probare called to do. So if
iflI am trying to use a play as a tract it prob
evanably won’t
won't be a very good play. I probably sin both against evan
d~ the other.
to' do
gelism and art by trying to use the one to

Please see "YWAM
“YWAM chapel"
chapel” on Page 16
16
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How does morality apply to the complex and
world of
o f computer gaming?
often-violent
- ,
BY
B y R YAN
y a n DAVIDSON
D a v id s o n

Technology writer
Two years ago, two disgruntled highclassschool students opened fire on their class
mates in Columbine, Ohio, resulting in the
death of fourteen innocent people and their
own suicide. When the police investigated
boys' background, it was discovered that
the boys’
both were avid players of DOOM!, a violent
and gory video game. The media and other
concerned groups immediately made a con
connection between the massacre at Columbine
and DOOM!, a connection which raises
interesting questions.
The most common question is whether
or not video
have _an
people
affect· on peop"Ie
an affect
g~mes, ½,~y;e
video, games
fuis been discussed at
'fliat lsstie
issue lias
in real life. That
great length over the past few years, but it
assumes an even more important question
virthat is often ignored: Do ethics apply to vir
tual realities at all? Deciding whether
actions performed in virtual realities - be
they as simple as Solitaire or as complex as
EverQuest - are subject to the same kinds of
ethical criticism as actions in the "real"
“real”
world is not a simple matter.
distincBefore anything else is said, a distinc
tion needs to be made between what is real
realand what is virtual. It is important to real
real
ize that the question of ethics in virtual realnonity can only be raised because there are non
virtual aspects to these worlds, namely the
people that play them. If a programmer set
comup a world in which there were only com
puter players, no one would question
whether or not ethics applied in that world.
cateThis being the case, we have two cate
multigories to discuss: single-player and multi
player games. Multi-player games contain
actions done by real people in a virtual
world that have an immediate affect on
other real people, making the application of
ethics readily apparent. But even singlesingle
player games, games that involve actions
any
that have absolutely no direct affect on anyone else, can theoretically have an affect on
the player. Thus, no matter the game, as
long is there a person involved, ethical quesques
tions may be rationally raised.
Unfortunately, these questions have no
immediate, catch-all answer, for the diversi
diversity of virtual realities in type and kind is vast.
There are sports games, card and casino
games, puzzles, real-time-strategy games
(RTS), turn-based
tum-based strategy games, flight

simulators, space simulators, first-personshooters (FPSs), hunting games, and a vast
variety of role-playing games (RPGs), just to
name a few.
complicatWhat makes this
chis even more complicat
ed is that all of these genres can overlap to a
great degree with one or more other genres.
Ex", a recent game for
pk, "Deus
For exam
example,
“Deus Ex”,
the PC, is a RPC-type
RPG-type game set in a FPStype engine. Which is it? As will be shown
further on, this does make a difference when
considering the role of ethics. Once again,
singleall of these can be played in both single
player and multi-player modes. When faced
'l
t
with such an overwhelming variety -of
of gam
gaming options,
optiops, it seems doubtful that a single
answer cart
Be applied to all of them.
c~ be
Fortunately, the superficial diversity
funbetween video games overshadows their fun
damental similarities. Some virtual worlds
are themselves simply games:
games: sports, card,
casino,
ca_sino, puzzle, and many strategy games. In
this type of game there is only one layer of
reality, and the only thing you can do with
the program is to play the game. There is no
attempt to create any ki
kind
nd of virtual reality
in the classic sense.
Other virtual realities create a world in
which a game can be played: flight simulasimula
contors, FPSs, hunting games, etc. These con
tain two layers of reality: the engine in
which the game is played, and the actual
game. The virtual world is not a game, but
it does contain a game, and the virtual world
exists only that the game may be played.
These two categories are very similar: they
are either mere games or vehicles for games.
These,
games".
"simple games”.
These. will be referred to as “simple
The third ki
kind
nd of game is RPGs,
games". These
"complex games”.
referred to here as “complex
create an entire world of amazing depth
where the world itself
itself is the game. One
plays the game by simply being in the world.
There is no specific activity that one must
perform to be playing: anything will do. In
RPGs, one does the same kinds of things
that one does in real life: traveling, eating,
sleeping, talking, arguing, fighting, buying
and selling, etc. The better the game, the
more real-world activities are contained
comtherein. Some, like EverQuest, are so com
plex as to even contain virtual marriage and
Page 11

divorce.
Another
Another
ddist
i s t iinction
nction
needs to be
made before
pursing actual
ethical inquiry.
That is the dist i nn cc· t i o nn
between ethics
"inside" and
“inside”
"outside" of a
“outside”
virtual world.
"Inside" refers
“Inside”
to those actions
that
chat the playing
of
whatever
game is
m
1s in
q ue s t i o n
question

involves. These actions can be as simple as even in these highly questionable games, no
or not it is
leading the duce of clubs or rotating the one is really asking whether
1
wrong
to
kill
NPCs.
It
certainly
isn’t
murisn't mur
piece of a puzzle, and as complex as using a
der,
because
no
one
dies.
But
even
if
it
were
Bureven
sniper rifle to shoot someone in the head
to
be
construed
along
those
lines,
most
of
oi persuading a virtual,
from . long range or
the
time
the
“people”
that
die
are
soldiers,
so
~~
chat
"people"
non-player
(NPC) to see things a
characte; ·(NPC)
f!.On-player character
~ument.
certain way. All of these actions are purely only pacifists have any real argument.
Complex
games
are
ffbtty
, ·: ry much the
to
refers
"Outside"
inside the virtual world. “Outside”
o d es? irtually steal
stealmode'·.
ethical questions that apply to virtual reali
reali- same in single-player m
· CC cannot be
ties, but not necessarily inside them. This ing virtual money from a J· w
of value to
Not
immoral. Notrapg
kind of question is about whether or not a said to be immoral.
anyone
has
been
affected
the
slightest.
·.
game should be played at all, a different
Neither
can
virtually
killing**
virtual
NPC
killin
matter entirely. They also involve questions
be
called
as
murder,
since
one
dies.
It
.
of sportsmanship, fair play, and whether or
can’t
even
be
construed
atgptaortal
hatred,
ortal
ca,n't
not a particular game is healthy for the psy
psyhaaillf Because there
che of the players, questions that apply to since there is no one to h
is
only
one
ethical
agent
inwtfved,
in
ed, what that
the players but not the virtual world. As
agent
does
inside
a
virtuaHteality
virtu
ality may be
such, chis
this kind of “outside”
dis"outside" inquiry is dis
revealing
of
the
player’s
cblptcter,
·
c
player's
ter, but it is
tinct from "inside"
“inside” inquiry.
Single:player
·
not
ethical
or
unethicallfp
Single-player
unethical
disHaving clearly defined the area of dis
are no more
reali
cussion, ethical enquiry may now begin. actions inside virtual realises
questioni ',than chess.
Since single-player games are the least subject to ethical questioning'than
Yet there is more to it -:than
than that. Just
chis matter, they will be
thorny objects in this
singli~player
because
actions
inside
singlefrplayer
realities
examined first. The simple games that are
do
not
fall
under
most
ethical
guidelines
·
most often called into ethical question are
FPS's that involve the deliberate does not mean that the question is settled.
mostly FPS’s
killing of virtual people. No one really Questions of outside morality remain.
objects to "Tetris,"
“Tetris,” “Solitaire,”
"Solitaire," or When an author writes a book that contains
“Civilization” as being immoral; this
chis kind of a murder, no one calls the writer immoral.
"Civilization"
accusation is generally reserved for games But when an author exhibits a pattern of
tc, won“Quake,” “Soldier
"Soldier of writing gruesome murders we start tc
of"Quake,"
more along the lines of
12
Please
see
“V
irtual”
on
Page
12
''Virtual"
Fortune,” and “Duke
3D." But
"Duke' Nukem 3D.”
Fortune,"

a
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have a chance to get their bearings) is perfectly within the
rules of every FPS. But it is not a very nice way of playing.
der about the nature of the author. Video games are similar. It takes advantage of other players. It would be like a chessSince the consequences of virtual actions do not extend master not pulling any punches against a person who has
what- never played before. The rules are abided by, but we would
outside the virtual world, people can pretty much do what
chess-master is acting unethically
unethica,Jly because he
ever they want. If someone spends an inordinate amount of still say that the ~hess-master
time playing particularly gruesome video games, we start to is not treating the other
wonder about the mental state of the player. While the laws player with kindness.
of ethics do not apply within single-player virtual realities, This principle is -not
not
because there is no one with which to interact, they do apply restricted to virtual
to them. Some games require or allow the player to take on
realities; it applies to all
the role of gangsters, murderers, thieves, and other unsavory
games
with two or
characters. Even if there are no ethical ramifications in the
more
Play in a
people:
player’s soul of
virtual reality in question, the affect upon the player's
way
that
ensures
that
canthe virtual commission of crimes, murders, and thefts can
go9d time.
not be positive. In complex games, whether a person chooschoos all have a good
That’s what games are
dastard That's
es to play as a righteous and honorable paladin or a dastardly and villainous thief is of little ethical consequence inside about,
after
all.
but it does say something fairly profound Another unethical act
the virtual world, but
about the player. And while playing as a thief does not have that can be committed
any immediate moral consequences, one does wonder in simple games is
whether taking on a role of that kind is healthy for
fof the playplay cheating. This is not a
er’s psyche.
er's
revelavery profound revela
As an aside, an argument can also be made that any and
tion, since cheating is
all virtual worlds are a godless waste of time, opening up an
considered unethical in
ethical_ questioning. Is playing
entirely different avenue of ethical
virtuevery venue, be it virtu
computer games itself unethical? Perhaps, but this kind of
al or not.
enter- , . Complex games,
· argument can be applied to most forms of modern enter-,
tainment: low-quality movies, popular music, mass-market specifically RPGs, are a
unethi- totally different story.
fiction, etc. If video games are to be thrown out as unethi
cal, many other forms of entertainment go with them. RPGs attempt to create
cir as accurate a representa
While this may be the right thing to do under certain cirrepresentaa fictional world
. cumstances, this seems a bit hasty. In any case, this line if tion of a
inquiry is purely outside of both virtual reality and the as humanly possible
technogiven current techno
intended scope of this article, so it will be left at that.
restrictions.
restncuons.
Now we open the can of worms known as multi-player. logical
perHere simple and complex games diverge to a great extent. In Systems of ethics in per
sistent virtual realities
simple games, as long as a player is abiding by the rules of
are very similar to systems of ethics in the real world: no
whatever virtual reality is being played, every action he perper murder, no stealing, etc. “Grimes”
"Crimes" in complex games are
forms there is akin to moving chess pieces. But even here, punishable by fines, or if the crime is serious enough, per
percon- manent banishment from the server. Because the onlinebecause there is a real person at the other end of the con
nection, ethics does come into play a bit. Camping (sitting RPG is truly a community of players, ethics are adopted,
with a powerful weapon right next to a spot on the map either officially or unofficially, to govern the community
where dead players regenerate and killing them before they that comes to exist. Actions done in complex multi-player
games affect the avatars (virtual characters) of other players,

from Page 11
“Virtual”from
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· "Virtual"

and thus by implication affect the players themselves. Thus,
since both the active and passive parties are ethical agents,
ethical laws apply to the situation, even if they are slightly
modified by the accepted rules of the game being played.
The gaming community consciously recognizes this,
even if only to preserve an enjoyable gaming community for
introducall. With the introduc
tion of persistentworld, massively-multiplayer, RPGs, a debate
over an important ethi
ethical issue came to the
fore:
player-killing
(PK). Should players be
allowed to kill each
realisother? For a truly realis
tic world, it would seem
that PK would be essen
essential. Wars, feuds, duels,
and
punishments,
essential to RPGs,
would be impossible to
carry out if player char
characters could only be
killed by NPCs. At the
same time, the first
MMRPG was reporting
serious problems with
the abuse of PK.
Strong, highly experi
experienced characters were
starting to prey without
fear upon weaker,
newer
characters.
Thus, when EverQuest
was introduced, Verant
Interactive chose to
take a severely limited
approach
to
PK.
cirPlayers can only be killed by other players under certain cir
cumstances: officially declared conflicts of clearly stated
duration and extent, duels of mutual consent, and certain
zones called “arenas”
"arenas" where anyone may be killed. Even
when a player is killed, their avatar reappears a short distance
away with a minor loss of experience points. Bodies may
not be looted for more than one item.
item. Thus, in an effort to
preserve the community they were creating, Verant
Interactive made murder almost impossible. This seems to
be more a concern for fair play than the actual morality
involved, but it does assume that some kind of
of morality
applies here, even if it is purely utilitarian.
Another ethical question has just
discovjus~ recently been discov
ered in the EverQuest community. Currently, EverQuest
sports about three hundred thousand registered members.
Many of them have been playing since the game was intro
introduced. This means that the bell-curve of experience is shift
shifted far to the upper end of the spectrum. There are hundreds
and hundreds of characters at level sixty, the current experi
experience cap. The problem that is becoming more and more evi
evident is that there are not enough goodies, be they experience
points or loot, to go around. It is practically impossible to
get any of the really good items or quests without fo~ming
forming
alliances, called “guilds.”
extreme"guilds." If a guild attracts enough extreme
ly powerful characters, it is known as an “uber-guild.”
"uber-guild." The
problem is that many players find that it is impossible to
advance beyond a certain level without joining a guild, and
that the most powerful uber-guilds are getting all the good
goodies before anyone else can get there. This doesn’t
doesn't seem like a
problem on the face of it. The problem is that if you try to
get the goods first, you will quite likely be persecuted by the
guilds. In the words of one Web site, "the
“the bullies have taken
over the playground.”
playground." Extremely powerful players band
together to ensure that they, and only they, have the neces
necessary strength to achieve many of the game's
game’s more desirable

“Whether a person chooses to play as
"Whether
a righteous and honorable paladin
or a dasdardly and villainous
thief...
thief .. says something fairly
player."”
profound about the player.

Technology
logy & Culture
Techno
Thoughts upon .the founding of a new section
B y J]OSlAH
o s i a h ROE
R o e AND
a n d MATTHEW
M a t t h e w KRUEGER
K ru e g e r
BY

Technology editors
Technological advances can often be shown to be the
cause of great cultural change. Examples abound: the
iron-shod plow, the printing press, and the internal com
combustion
engine
all
stand
examples
indisputable
nearly
as
b~stion
of technological advances that drastically changed the
course of human history. Each leap brought new benefits
to both unbeliever and believer. Sadly many of these
advances were - and still can be - used for great evil.
At Covenant we are encouraged to take a discerning
eye to culture in its entirety, technology included, and
look for how we might engage such a development in a
manner which would be pleasing to God. Which brings
us to the purpose of this new section in the Bagpipe.
It is the hope of the Bagpipe staff that the
Technology section would be a place in which the
Covenant community might be exposed to the rapid

technological advances of our times and their potential
impact - not just on the church, but the world as a whole.
This is not a section for raw scientific articles on the
inner workings of binary logic circuits. This is not a place
for pure technological critiques. This is a place in which
technology and its effects are critiqued holistically.
We would encourage students and the rest of the
Covenant community to submit articles on a vast range
of technology oriented topics, from computer usage on
other campuses to the impact of advanced agricultural
techniques in third world countries. We are worried that
Covenant is failing to engage current technology in a
thoughtful
manner. This is not to say
we should run out
~~~~=~
~~~==~~~to
and buy every student Palm Pilots (although that would
be nice), but only to suggest that questions should be
asked and discussed in a public setting, regardless of
whether or not changes are enacted. We hope that this
mapsection will be a place to spark such discussion in a man
informing and edifying to all.
ner that would be infoiming

Please see "Virtual"
"Virtual” on Page 14
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In Focus: The Presidential Inauguration
Seidhojf last weekjoined
atthew Seidhofflast
jo in ed thousands of
of
Matthew
Covenant students Nathan Maphet, Tom Okie and M
“D ubya”years.
Americans in making the trek to Washington, D. C. to watch the beginning ooff the ''Dubya"
They offer their observations and
and the state of
o f American culture
and opinions on the Bush presidency and
-- and
how Christians should respond to both.
and how

...
of...
In but not of

,

,

Inaugurations
Invocations, and Christians in America
Inaugurations, Invocations
MAPHET
B
a th a n M
aphet
NATHAN
BYy N

Commentary writer

though, it seems as though our reasons are psychological; maybe
we’re
we're really just rebelling against the inordinate political (generally
Republican) involvement of our parents as part of the larger "self“selfwe've merely imbibed too
identity discovery.”
discovery. ". Of course, maybe we’ve
much apathy and cynicism.
Rev. Graham, however, impressed me as having a more
Scriptural approach. He set his prayer in the context of a humble
drawing towards
cowards God. He did not exalt America, Bush, or '
chem. The sins of America, past
Cheney, but neither did he reject them.
and present, were clearly acknowledged and confessed. He asked
leadfor the incoming administration what we should ask for any lead
ers, ecclesiastical, educational, or civic: wisdom and discernment
to obey God’s
God's Word. He showed concern for America as a nation
chis, he avoided the two
that
chat is accountable to God. While doing this,

0 God, is the greatness
Blessed are you
you O Lord, our God. Yours, O
aand
n d the pfower
ow er aand
n d the glory ·and
a n d the majesty and
a n d the splendor... As
choicce said, 'We
‘We have been the recipients ooff the choic
once
President Lincoln on
est bounties ooff heaven ...... but we
w e have forgotten God. It behooves us
forr
ourr national sins, aand
then to hum
ble ourselves, to confess oa
n d to pray fo
humble
and
power,
clem
ency and
andforgiveness.
er, wisdom, and
' ... Teach us afresh that pow
forgiveness. ’...
clemency
you will
salvation come
com e fro
m Your hand... We pray that you
w ill help [the
ftom
incom
in
g
adm
inistration]
bring
our
country
so that we
together...
incoming administration]
... the
them
Give
m
ight
have
truly
becom
e
one
nation
them
God...
under
become
might
law...
courage to say no to aall
ll that is contrary to Your statutes aand
n d hply
holy law...
M ay this be the bbeginning
egin ning ooff a new
new dawn
daw n ffor
o r America, as we
w e humble
hum ble
May
n d acknowledge You
You alone as our
ourselves before You aand
ourr Redeemer.
Lord, our Savior, and
a n d ou
So began the fifty-fourth inauguration of the fortythird American President on Saturday, January 20,
invo2001. The above words were part of the prayer of invo
son-of
cation given by Rev. Franklin Graham, son
of Rev. Billy
Graham. Billy Graham was originally supposed to have
given the invocation, but
bur was unable to attend, so he
sent his son in place.
As I stood on the National Mall listening to Rev.
Graham’s
hadn’t
Graham's prayer, I found myself surprised. I hadn't
been expecting very much from an inaugural prayer,
just a mere formality: part of a larger ceremony filled
with ritual, some meaningful, some not. But
Bue I found
myself quite impressed and challenged by Rev.
Graham’s
Graham's prayer. First, I found my elitist attitude
towards broader evangelicalism rebuked (for more on
this, see Matthew Novenson’s
Novenson's article). But second, and
leading into my point, I was challenged to think about
An observer celebrates the Bush inauguration. (Photo courtesy o
off
my own relation to the "good
“good ol’
USA." What am I, an
ol' USA.”
Nathan
Maphet.)
adopted child of God, supposed to do with America as a
nation?
identifyI was challenged at least partially because I have become far extremes of rejecting Christian political involvement and identify
less nationalistic and patriotic since being at Covenant. I simply ing America as God's
God’s nation.
no longer care that much about what happens to the nation in
I think this
chat God
chis is Scriptural because the Bible indicates that
which I live. I am not sure how much of this is good and how does have dealings with people at a national level. Witness the
much is bad. We shall see.
prophets’
prophets' condemnations of the nations of Egypt, Assyria, and
I think the change in my attitude is partly because Covenant Edom. Romans 13:4 tells us that God uses leaders of nations as
has a strong anti-political // anti-patriotic bent. There seems to be His "servants"
“servants” or "ministers.
“ministers.”" And Revelation speaks of God callcall
an attitude advocating at best a strong distancing of Christians
Chrlstians ing nations and tribes to Him, not just individuals. So it seems
from politics and, at worst, a fierce antithesis towards
cowards Christian that God does care about nations. If this is true then it follows
doesn't appear to be a majority opinion, but it that we should be involved in and care about the nation in which
involvement. This doesn’t
still carries a great deal of weight. The evidence of this can be seen we find ourselves present.
in the steady dose of cynical remarks about Christians who are
deal ·
So, maybe, we should be more interested in the political dealinvolved in politics and the lack of general student involvement in ings of our nation while here atop Lookout Mountain. Perhaps it
is worthwhile to
politics.
co pray both privately and publicly for our leaders as
Different types of reasons are often given here at Covenant Rev. Graham did. Perhaps the Bagpipe
B;i.gpipe should carry more articles
justifying our antipathy towards and removal from the American relating the ongoing events in America's
America’s political life. Perhaps we
national and political sphere. We might argue from historical should explore the possibility of a political science major.
events, denouncing America for its many sins and failings over the Ultimately, perhaps we should check ourselves for cynicism run
assert- amok and seek to find ways we can honor God as Christians in
last several hundred years. Or we might argue theologically, assert
ing that our identity is in heaven and so it really doesnt
doesn't matter America, but not of it.
anyway." Sometimes,
"it's all going to burn, anyway.”
what we do, because “it’s
Page 13
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chem an example by
“In
"In everything set them
doing what is good. In your teaching show
integrity, seriousness and soundness of
speech that cannot be condemned, so that
those
chose who oppose you may be ashamed
because they have nothing bad to say about
us."
us.”
- Titus 2:7-8

The Bagpipe is the official student newspa
newspaper of Covenant College. le
It has been writ
written, edited and funded completely by stu
students since 1960, and is designed as an
ongoing,
ongomg, practical learning experience for
its staff.
staff
It is the staff's
staff’s goal that the Bagpipe be well
written and fair, thoughtful and imaginative
- an excellent source of information. We
hope that such journalism will spur students
to
action. Finally,
co Christ-like thought and action.
we hope this paper will be a "window
“window to the
world”,
world", allowing Covenant students, faculty
and administration to take
cake a closer look at
creation - and at our own backyard.
backyard.
The Bagpipe welcomes all sorts of assistance
in our efforts through articles, guest
columns or letters to the editors. Letters to
the editors must be signed. Letters and arti
articles should be submitted to Box 287 or
mesh@covenant.edu one week prior to each
publication date. The editors reserve the _
right to edit all submissions for clarity, style
and space.
The Bagpipe
dc/o
o Covenant College
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, Georgia 30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
Fax: (706) 820-2165
mesh@covenant. edu
mesh@covenant.edu
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ican ethos
The ambi
ambiguity
o f the Amer
American
guity of
country is a part of
o f each of,
o f uuss
·Love it or loathe it, this c~untry
This broad-appeal democracy was tempered with the
necessity
of safety precautions. President Bush spoke from
B ag p ip e staff
s t a ff w
rite r
writer
Bagpipe
behind bulletproof glass. And in the parade he and the vicepresident rode in black-windowed
“Celebrating America's
Americas Spirit
"Celebrating
limousines, impervious to the
Together.”
Together." The words blazed out
shouts of protestors and supporters
above a garish bald eagle, his beak
alike.
spread wide in a scream, his wings
There were a number of protests
arched aggressively on each side.
process
throughout the capital,
in
Behind him was a ramp studded
but
there
was
a healthy sprinkling
banwith dozens of star-spangled ban
of
activists
on the mall
sign-toting
ners: the quills on the great
twentysomeas
well.
A
twentysdmeof
group
Porcupine of State. The eagle had
things, some dressed as polar bears,
the appearance of urgent motion, as
“Hey
Don’t
"Hey Bush! Don't
chanted,
though narrowly escaping a blazing .
wilderness!" A
mess/with
the
Arctic
wilderness!”
inferno of red, white and blue.
young bearded man held up a
“Celebrating
America’s Spirit
"Celebrating America's
George Orwell quote: "If
“If you want
Together” was the official motto for
Together"
imagine a
a
of
the
future,
picture
the 54th presidential inauguration,
human
boot
facea
on
stamping
a typically vague theme that
men
forever.”
Two
older
scruffy
forever."
nonetheless pervaded the festivities.
declaring
waved
sign
homemade
a
Perhaps it was meant to conjure up
“Count
vote," underscored by a
"Count my vote,”
unadulterated patriotism, pride in
raised
middle
finger. In response,
the unique character of the United
another
a cardboard and
held
man
States: a melting pot, a mosaic. We
magic
marker
placard:
“Protestors
"Protestors
We're
are one in our diversity. We’re
lockbox."
should
be
put in a lockbox.”
bound by ideals, not ethnicity.
of
may
be
part of
speech
Freedom
What it actually brings to
what
makes
America
great,
but it
evimind, though - and what was evi
proa
interyiew
at times.
can
sure
get
ugly
Okie,
Tom
Hansinger,
center,
and
right,
interview
pro
student
Andrew
alum
Covenant
dent all over the capital during
, National identity is a funny
o f Nathan Maphet.}
Maphet.)
com- tester on the Washington Mall. (Photo courtesy of
inaugural weekend - is more com
us~ the pronoun
_, JI use
phenomenorj.
>
L!
,p.hc:nomtmop.
,r .
,. :,. ,,u,, ,u
plicated, a bittersweet mixture of
“we”
to
describe
U.S. citizens. I
U.S.
"we"
images .. and emotions. America's
America’s
include
myself
when
I
of
national
character.
And only
speak
..
S
U.
S.
occasionally interrupted by someone announcing the
spirit is an ambiguous thing. ·
because
was
born
within
these
9,629,091
square
kilometers
I
swearing-in
The
testa- senators, or governors, or representatives.
The sheer number of people in attendance was a testa
the last 200 years. Nevertheless, it seems to be true that
ment to American democracy. Wealthy suburbanites in pea ceremony itself was displayed on giant Jumbotron screens - in
there
really is a part of me (dare I_I say, each of us?) that is
technology
bringing
politics
to
the
masses.
The
inaugural
coats, road-weary college students, and tatte~ed
tattered locals minmin
deeply
this culture, even the worst of it-even the
rooted in this.
committee
broadcast
CNN’s
coverage
of
the
event,
the
sort
CNN's
gled together on the Washington mall, which was quickly
parts
that
we
protest
so vociferously. We could try to boil
so
can
of
government—free
that
be
collaboration
enterprise
e
government-fre
trafbecoming a mud pil
pit under the incessant rain and heavy traf
down
this
rootedness
to a list of characteristics-individualcharacteristics-individualcorefficient,
but
that
sometimes
has
unpleasant
feel
of
a
cor
the
fic. We passed a'a solitary black glove lying in the dirty grass,
and
so on-but I think that
industriousness,
autonomy,
ism,
porate-sponsored
nation.
and a couple of ~oily
jolly gentlemen pointed to it and grinned.
and~
it is more amorphous than that. Overseas
know
· for the first time this summer, even knowing my country’s
many
faults,
wanted
to
I
country's
be
back
I
it
to
explain
this.
hard
find
here.
“V irtual”from
14
from Page 14
"Virtual"
cowardice,
rdice, and villainy will Ethics do not apply within simple virtual
integrity, cowa_
In his inaugural address, President Bush
realties any more than they apply within
single-playthemselves.
But
unlike
single-play
show
well and genuinely of "America
“America at its
spoke
M;iny people are starting to get
ends. Many
the boundaries of Parcheesi. But ethics do
er
games,
MMRPGs
have
an
affect
on
best”:
compassionate,
civil,
bound
by faith
best":
extremely upset that stronger players with
other people. Choosing to be a villainous apply to simple games when considering
in
“something
outside
ourselves.”
This is
ourselves."
"something
a nasty streak are killing their fun.
fun. Verant
character is not only a possible detriment questions of the stewardship of time,
obviously what the administration · would
has currently done little to address this
to character, it really does harm people, at sportsmanlike conduct, etc. In this sense,
like to encourage. But the truth is that
problem, but many suggestions have been
least their avatars. Stealing is common, simple games are little different from
America’s
America's spirit is in itself an unpleasant
made, most ajong
along the lines.
lines of the solution
and thieves are even a recognized charac
charac- games played in the real world. On the
thing, too. We are greedy capitalists,
Verant chose to PK: arbitrary limiting of
ter class. But 'thieves
are known, watched other hand, complex games involve, even
hieves
t
bureaudestructive activists, power-hungry bureau
the realism of the world to force morality
of ethics. Not only
presenc~of
for, and punished when caught. There is require the presence
crats, apathetic nihilists, free-speech
upon the players.
would MMRPG , communities disinte
disini:esquelchers, free-speech abusers, Britney
MMRPGs provide an even clearer nothing to stop ·anyone from choosing to
grate
with
the
morality,
but
bnt
of
absence
an evil character, but the good
portray
Spears, and Ani Difranco. We are so techtech
view into the character of the players than
in every virtual world will act to also these are places where real people
characters
how
nologically
that
we
don’t
know
to
don't
savvy
single-player RPGs do. How will a player
playthe laws of morality within that gather together to interact. As such, play
enforce
independentwe
are
so
communicate;
choose to interact with others when there
virtual worlds should be treated just
world. Because complex games attempt ers in virtuai
don’t know how to live
minded that we don't
are no consequences? There are quite a ·,
to create as realistic and broad a world as like people in the real world. Another
together.
We
are
both too intolerant and
few people who actively help and advise
possible, the laws of ethics are part of way of saying this is that whenever you are
too
permissive,
at
bigots and lechers.
once
new
new' players, _and quite a few who take
whether •
going to interact with people, whetherBut we are also a great nation.
advantage of them at every opportunity. them.
What then, is the conclusion of the that interaction is through the Internet or
And even those of us who chafe at the
There are plenty of evil .characters
characters out
not, those people should be treated ethiethi
consider not,
Do ethics apply when considermatter?
must admit that this nation is part
thought
there.
MMRPGs
players
reveal
who
let
MMRPGs'
,there.
ing ~irtual
virtual realities?
reali~ies? The answer is, yes, cally, for they bear the Imago Dei.
of who we are.
they really·
really are, and what they would do if
but not always : in a conventional sense.
uicy could get away with ir.
it. Nobility,
· ,;icy
By T
o m OKIE
O k ie
TOM
BY

“A symbol of American unity,”
unity," they laughed.
"A
patnouc
band's patriotic
Loudspeakers blared out the Marine band’s
marches and Louisville University’s
University's sonorous choral pieces,

i_ •"\~
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C ommentary

Is Bush ready for
''La
"La Vida Loca''
Loca" of
American culture?
Suggestions for the new POTUS
B
y MATT
M a t t SIEDHOFF
S ie d h o ff
BY

Commentary writer
I couldn't
couldn’t help but laugh at the host of "I
“I Love Ricky"
Ricky”
signs at last Thursday's
Thursday’s Inaugural opening ceremonies at the
Lincoln Memorial. Even the new president lightheartedly
mused that more people were there to see the Latin pop sensen
sation Ricky Martin than himself and Vice President
Cheney. The humorous irony thickened as Martin got Bush
out of his seat near the end of his "Ole,
“Ole, Ole, Ole"
Ole” performperform
ance. George W
W. Bush dancing with Ricky Martin?
Something strange is going on in Washington.
Maybe. The odd meeting could have been a true symsym
bol of Bush's
Bush’s connecting with pop culture or mere forced
pretension. If Bush is going to succeed, however, he should
hope it was the former. The election was nearly divided in
votes, but mere numbers do not translate into cultural influinflu
ence. The shapers of American culture are found in the
entertainment and advertising industries, news media, propro
gressive businesses, and elite academia, all of which overover
whelmingly champion a liberal democratic agenda. It is

with this support
that framework that
Senator
Ted
Kennedy (D-Mass.)
can
call
Bush
appointee
John
Ashcroft's
Ashcroft’s views on
abortion and gun
control "out
“out of the
mainstream of sociesocie Ricky Martin, left, tries to teach President George W
W. Bush a few dance steps durdur
ty."
ing an innaugural show at the Lincoln Memorial. (AP photo)
ty-”
Before the inauinau
of a missile
guration I attended a week-long academic seminar by an care and social security, and the development .of
outfit called the Washington Centre. After listening to defense system. If he wanes on these issues, he will betray
numerous politicians, pundits, analysts, and lay people, it his party and look weak to the Democrats. He should learn
became clear, at least to me, that there are a number of a lesson from his father, infamous for that short phrase,
taxes."
“Read my lips. No new taxes.”
things that President Bush can do to survive this adverse "Read
President Bush must also seek creative solutions. Not
environment. First, he must make every effort to keep his
promises. Bush campaigned hard on a number of issues, only was the nation bitterly divided in a disputed election,
including a new education plan, universal tax cuts, an but Congress is split more evenly than ever before. Bush
increased budget for the military, a new program for health needs to take programs like his education proposal, many
parts of which draw wide bipartisan support, and push
through the common
corrimon points rapidly at the beginning of his
term. He can put the controversial school voucher plan on
hold to avoid getting his entire program blocked. Early sucsuc
cess, even partial, will win him respect as a leader able to get
things passed through a gridlocked legislature, making it easeas
ier for Congress to later follow him on more divisive issues.
W. Bush must overcome his public
Third, George W
image of incompetence. From Saturday Night Live to the
cover of the New Yorker, our president is portrayed as a
bumbling fool. Bush has taken some good first steps in crecre
ating a very strong cabinet, including figures like Secretary
of State Gen. Colin Powell and Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld. With the support of highly-respected officials,
Bush can add credence to his decisions and strengthen his
image as a leader.
America’s youth.
Finally, Bush must connect with America's
George Walker could again take a lesson from George
Herbert Walker, who many claim lost the 1992 election due
to overconfidence and failure to understand modern culture.
oppo
A few months before
before_the election, Bush criticized his opponent for seeking foreign-policy advice from the rock group
U2. The president refused to find the humor in being called
group’s satirical frontman, Bono.
from every concert by the group's
even
Clinton, on the other hand, embraced the group and eventually even worked closely with the singer on the Jubilee
2000 debt-cancellation program. In most estimations,
George Bush Sr. was seen by young people as an old man
with worn-out ideas, while Clinton remained more effective
» „
as the people’s
people's man. The new president needs to dream big
America’s youth. It can't
can’t be
and capture the imagination of America's
tomorrow’s leaders.
said enough - we are tomorrow's
Perhaps a dance with Ricky Martin was a step in the
right direction, but President George W
W. Bush has a lot of
work to do ifhe
if he is going to be effective in this decidedly hoshos
tile culture.
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Sense
The Sixt
divional play,
Mens,
women's Scots both in sixth place in divionalplay\
Men's, womens
jockeying
yoff position
playoff
forr pla
jockeyingfo

Dave Dennison
mens hoops
leads _men's

AAC's high
Lowe is AAC’s
scorer as Lady Scots
speed to 10-8
PHILLIPS
B
y DAVID
D a v id P
h i ll i p s
BY

Sports editor

Although the Lady Scots basketball club was
not victorious
vi_ctorious in its last two contests at home versus
Tennessee Wesleyan and Alice Lloyd, the team has
established an overall winning record at 10-8, with
a 5-5 record against Appalachian Athletic
posConference teams. The Lady Scots currently pos
6 th place in the conference and are a mere two
sess 6th
games out
9ut of a 3rd place tie with Virginia
Intermont.
The girls have won 5 of their last nine games
dating back to December and seem poised to do
well in their three remaining games in January.
February will see the Lady Scots back at home
attempting to batde
battle their way into a top seed for the
post-season tournament.
This poise is at least in part due to the strong
play of several individuals on the team. At this point
in the season, there is a Covenant player in the AAC
top ten of every major statistical category except
blocked shots. Most notably, Clair Lowe leads the
league in points (25.5 per game) and rebounding
(8.6). Meanwhile Abby Reed is sixth in scoring and
second in assists. Both players are in the top ten in ·
steals as well.

B
y D
a v id PHILLIPS
P h i ll i p s
DAVID
BY

Sports editor

With recent wins over conference opponents
basketTennessee Wesleyan and Alice Lloyd, the Scots basket
ball team has put itself in position for a run at a high
seed in the post-season. The wins elevated Coach
William Dennison's
Dennison’s crew to a 6-11 overall and 5-5
conference record. T!ieir
Their .500 mark in Appalachian
Athletic Conference play is good for a tie for sixth right
now, and the Scots are separated from second place
Alice Lloyd by only one full game in the standings.
Covenant handed first-place Milligan its first and
only conference loss this season back on December
5th, but then lost five straight to close out December
and open January before rebounding for wins versus
the Bulldogs and the Eagles.
Senior Dave Dennison not only continues to lead
the Scots in scoring, total rebounds, and blocked shots
this season, but is also tops in the AAC in both scoring
and blocks
bloO{S and is ninth in rebounds. He is scoring an
average of 23.8 points each game.
conference's
Covenant's guards are in the conference’s
Three of Covenant’s
top ten in assists: freshman point man Rob Wilton is
9 0 -8 7 loss to
Octavius Wright (24) goes in for a layup in a 90-87
fourth, while sophomores Andrew George and Brian
Bryan College in November. Wright is shooting 50 percent
Johnsey rank eighth and tenth respectively.
from the field this year. (Photo by Joe Coliandro.)
The Scots have eleven games remaining on their &om
schedule, ten of which are against league rivals. The
team
team finishes January with three games on the road before returning to Lookout Mountain in February for a three game homes·
tand against UVA-Wise, Virginia Intermont and Tennessee Temle.

“YWAM chapel”
from Page JO
10
chapel"from
"YWAM
“But that doesn’t
doesn't mean that I never use dramatic means
"But
to gain people's
people’s attention. I think that art generally has a
evangelism.”
greater usage as pre-evangelism than evangelism."
College’s identity as a Reformed
For Graham, Covenant College's
school means that we should "be
“be serious about the way the
Scriptures inform both our understanding and our experiexperi
ence.”
ence." For Graham, Reformed Christianity is something
intellectuisn't just intellectu
“ignites something in the heart that isn’t
that "ignites
al comprehension and cognitive gymnastics but is some
something that affects me deeply."
deeply.”
responsiIn light of this, he takes very seriously his responsi
bility as the college chaplain. He says, "In
“In chapel we ought
to be able to go arid
and say there has been something
s9mething going on
in chapel that has really stimulated me intellectually in a
what goes on in chapel should
spiritual way. I think that wh~t
classtouch our hearts and affect the way we go into the class
room."
room.”

Graham · feels the best way to accomplish these goals
with the
rhe students is to keep them as open as possible to all
the possible ways that the Spirit of God works among
Christians. He says, "It's
“It’s my conviction as well as the chapel

committee’s
committee's conviction, that the chapel program ought to
to the college's
college’s commitment to diversity in part
contribute to.
by bringing people and experiences with some diversity in
background to the chapel program. That means speakers
with different kinds of pers?ectives.
perspectives. It means different kinds
theologof musical styles. It means to some extent different theolog
ical perspectives. It means bringing in someone like [pro-life
Doe] Foreman, who is coming out of a life of
activist] Dr. [Joe]
Christian activism that is going to be different than someone
coming out of a life of theological study."
study.”
Graham’s
proGraham's commitment to diversity in the chapel pro
Let
gram is something for which he makes no apologies. "Let
stretched,
chapel help to stretch us where
we
need
to
be
where·
plant boundaries where we need to plant boundaries, and
engage in the process of trying to do that . .. . . I think my
boundaries are reasonably broad in what I am willing to
either bring to chapel from the outside or what I'm
I’m willing
for· praise
to allow the students here who are responsible for
chapels to do.
“That, I realize, is not the standard that some people
"That,
would have me follow. They would view that what we are
caredoing in chapel should be more carefully defined, more care
fully within the track of what our theological, doctrinal
Page 16

framework says.”
says."
Graham sees the decision to have Youth with a Mission
as well within his boundries. "YWAM
“YWAM calls up and says, 'We
We
time
this
are going to be in your area for two weeks during
period. What about us doing a chapel?'
chapel?’ I know enough
about YWAM to know that they have a pretty big ministry
around the world, that there are some people here who
do ... Well,
would resonate well with what they are trying to do...
OK. We love the same Lord. We have the same mission.
This is one of those times when I am going to allow it to be
a stretching opportunity.
“I see what YWAM was doing as 'We
‘We are going to tell
"I
you about the way we do evangelism and to do a challenge
anydon't see how any
to Christian people around the world.'
world.’ I dont
body could imagine that it was intended to be a worship
interservice...
... But there were some people who were pretty inter
service
ested in what they were doing,”
Others were
doing," he continues. "Others
obviously very offended or felt very negative about it.
“But sometimes, let's
let’s face it, I just strike out,"
out, he concon
"But
cludes. "Something
“Something I think will be O.K. or will be a good
learning experience will turn into a disaster. But if I or anyany
rightbody else thinks that we can do chapel well enough or right
p~oblem."
ly enough to please God...
God ... I think we have a big problem.

